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Connecting and working with Progressive Jewish communities and organisations around the world to derive
strength from one another.
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MESSAGE FROM THE WUPJ

November 2021/
57825781
OctoberKislev
2020/Tishrei
Dear friends,

Dear friends,

Another year
close,
your Annual
Reportthereflects
vibrant,
sometimes challenging
On comes
behalf ofto
thea1.8
millionand
Progressive
Jews around
world, wethe
send
our bestcreative
wishes toand
you as
you conclude yet another amazing year of vibrant and meaningful Jewish life.
life that unfolds in the Australia/Asian Region of the World Union for Progressive Judaism.
Despite this past year’s considerable challenges on so many levels, your communities have continued

to raise
much
needed
to support
those experiencing
suddenyou
changes
their social
Despite close
to two
years
of funds
Covid,
lockdowns
and restrictions,
havein carried
outandyour sacred and holy tasks
economic situations, have kept in contact with those shut in and isolated, and have managed to stay
with intention
and enthusiasm.
Your numerous achievements and accomplishments are reflected in this Annual
connected
while staying apart.
Report.
We are grateful for your ongoing and unwavering support of and leadership in the holy work of the
WUPJ and the sacred projects of the Israel Movement for Progressive Judaism (IMPJ) in Israel.

We at the World Union for Progressive Judaism share in your pride as you translate your values into actions, and
Our communities
in Russian
speakingcollaboration
countries have that
continued
to survive thanks
to the generous
we are privileged
to be part
of the global
is recognized
and valued
by reform and Progressive
support of the UPJ and the UIA Progressive Appeal campaign.
Jews around the world.
Together, we have maintained our impact and reach and have strengthened Progressive Jewish and

valuesfor
in Israel
We are grateful
your ongoing and unwavering support, the inspiring leadership that emanates from your
and wherever in the world our brothers and sisters choose to live meaningful Jewish lives.
communities and for your partnership that helps sustain our shared mission throughout the world.
We hope
and pray
that theof
coming
year will
filled with
good health,Appeal
safety and
the continued
Thanks to the
generous
support
the UPJ
andbeUIA’s
Progressive
Campaign,
wedoing
have maintained and
of good deeds.
strengthened our impact - enabling Progressive and Reform Jews to live empowered, meaningful Jewish lives
forward to being together with you in your beautiful country before too long.
wherever inWe
thelook
world
they choose to live.
With warm regards,

We wish you courage, strength and good health and wish that the work of your hands will be blessed.
Rabbi Sergio Bergman, President
Carole Sterling, Chair

We look forward to being together with you in the coming year as we continue to nurture and maintain our path of
Union for Progressive
Reform andWorld
Progressive
Judaism. Judaism
Warm regards,
Rabbi Sergio Bergman, President
Carole Sterling, Chair
633 Third Ave., New York, NY 10017-6778 • Tel.: 212-452-6530 • E-mail: wupj@wupj.org
6 Eliyahu Shama Street, Jerusalem 9410806, Israel
Tel: 02-6203447
www.wupj.org

 ישראל,9410806  ירושלים,6 אליהו שמאע
E-mail: wupjis@wupj.org.il
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MESSAGE FROM THE EUPJ

29 October 2021
Dear Friends at the UPJ,
On behalf of all our 172 European congregations, we are delighted to send you our warmest greetings and best wishes.
It is safe to say that nobody could have imagined the enormous challenges we continue to face in all the regions of the
World Union for Progressive Judaism due to the pandemic.
In Europe, the situation in most of our 17 member countries has considerably improved with the wide availability and acceptance of
Covid vaccines, but the diversity of regulations across the Continent has nevertheless forced us to hold all but one of our events
exclusively in digital formats.
We are delighted to see an ongoing positive development with our Brussels initiative and are busy preparing for the second phase
of permanently establishing a presence of the EUPJ on the European continent, after more than 90 years of being based exclusively
in the UK. From the start of this project, it has been our objective to not only engage in activities and projects of limited duration, but
to find this additional element of our mission reflected in our organisational and constitutional structures.
Particular focus, sadly, needs to be given to the fight against the considerably increasing manifestations of anti-Semitism across
Europe and we feel privileged to have been able to partner with many major Jewish organisations to ensure that we can support the
endeavours of the European Commission with pluralistic and diverse input.
Our BTE programme, the Baalei Tefillah Europe programme, is training wonderful lay prayer leaders, who will continue to inspire
their congregations and help them establish and develop their own minhagim.
Possibly the most moving event of 2021 was the return of the Czech Kutz scroll to its country of origin. The scroll, originally from
Brno, was used as one of the scrolls at the URJ Kutz camp. After the camp closed, the scroll was returned to the Memorial Scrolls
Trust in London and underwent a full restoration before being allocated on permanent loan to one of EUPJ’s youngest
congregations, Ec Chajim in Prague. This event was widely covered by the press across the world.
If you are interested in learning more about this event and any of the other most recent developments, we invite you to go to
our website, FaceBook and youtube.
Our prayers are with all those in your region and across the WUPJ world who have endured suffering and hardship as a
consequence of the Covid-19 pandemic and we continue to hold you all dear in our thoughts. We hope that very soon we can
meet again in person and enjoy the many things no computer screen will ever be able to convey.
Please stay healthy and safe and accept our warmest greetings and good wishes.

Gordon Smith
President EUPJ

Sonja Guenter
Chair EUPJ
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MESSAGE FROM THE UPJ CO-PRESIDENTS
DAVID D KNOLL AM AND BRIAN SAMUEL OAM
Dear Chevra,
Here follows a very brief roundup of the last year.
Last November, our very first virtual biennial was an amazing success. We have to thank Susan Kadar and the always amazing
Jocelyn Robuck and their great team for creating a program which attracted a record number of people across the region. We feasted
on inspiration from Rabbi Sharon Brous, Dr Ron Wolfson and other wonderful presenters.
We launched our theme: “Strength through people: Building a culture of collaboration” as our pathway forward. We all share the
objective of growing and strengthening our communities. We know that fully 55% of our wider Jewish community see themselves as
Jewishly religious (not secular) and at the same time not Orthodox. Only 12% out of that 55% affiliate with our movement. That
means that over 40% could find our values meaningful and attractive, and want to belong to our communities, but have not yet done
so. This is an opportunity for growth we can but grasp.
At the Presidents’ Roundtable, to be held before this year’s AGM, we seek to advance that theme towards real tachlis (action) so that
we are able as a Union to strengthen each of our communities and bring them closer together through collaboration that makes sense
for each of our communities. The UPJ Executive has worked hard on developing these initiatives, and we sincerely hope and trust that
they will be welcomed by our congregational organisation members.
Already through the Relational Judaism initiative, we are discovering that collaboration creates positive energy around congregational
growth.
We have listened to each of the Presidents identify specific needs, and we are endeavouring to deliver on those needs. There is more
detail in the package of information being sent out for the Presidents’ Roundtable.
In March 2021, we celebrated a decision of the Supreme Court in Israel, 15 years in the making, that citizenship can be granted under
Israel’s law of return to Jewish people who have converted through the Progressive and Masorti movements in Israel.
And we welcomed Haaretz’s Amir Tibon over Zoom for the UIA Progressive Appeal. He explained the politics of the UltraOrthodox parties and how the election might impact their power. As we now know, the one Rabbi in the new Israeli Government is the
Progressive Movement’s own Rabbi Gilad Kariv, with the Ultra-Orthodox parties sitting on the opposition benches for the first time in a
very long time. The new broad coalition in Israel was predicted by many to fall quickly, but it has not only continued to govern
effectively, it has even passed a budget; something which the previous Netanyahu administration failed to do.
In April, we then welcomed Nicole Maor, the lawyer with the Israel Religious Actions Centre Immigration Service (LACO), and an
Aussie Oleh, whose persistent advocacy helped make into reality the outstanding Supreme Court decision relating to our converts.
She spoke to us in Sydney, and we were able to share with the entire region a video recording of her amazing presentation.
In May, we once again punched above our weight participating in the World Union for Progressive Judaism’s “Connections 2021”
online conference. David Knoll AM had the honour of chairing the series of segments on innovative congregations.
And, also in May 2021, we were all enormously saddened by the short, but painful war between Israel and Hamas/Islamic Jihad.
While the Jewish world called for a lasting peace that more than recognised the pain and suffering of our Arab Palestine brothers and
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sisters, we were left to wonder about a world so little of which recognised the impact of indiscriminate missiles killing and maiming and
installing fear in innocent Israelis of all racial and religious backgrounds.
In June, we led the Australian Jewish community in refocusing our attentions onto the extreme Antisemitism no longer hiding behind
thinly veiled criticisms of Israel, and on page 3 of The Australian Jewish News was published a full-page opinion piece entitled “A 21st
Century Pogrom needs to be stopped, now.”
And, in October 2021, we publicly welcomed the decision of the Australian Government, a bipartisan decision supported by the
Australian Labor Party, to adopt the IHRA working definition of Antisemitism. This step, long overdue but very welcome, will enable
education of Australians about what conduct actually constitutes Antisemitism. Only small groups on the margins of Jewish society
have opposed the adoption of the IHRA definition, and its adoption has broad worldwide support from the World Jewish Congress on
down.
In September, after much agitation, the World Union for Progressive Judaism undertook to contribute to the funding of our one
remaining Schlaich, the amazing Sefi, through to February 2023, giving us breathing space to try and negotiate a viable funding
arrangement for Progressive community Shlichim into the future. The portion of the funding supplied by the Jewish Agency for Israel
operates on a way-out-of-date funding model and has left Australia with less than half its usual complement of Shlichim. Our
Progressive community is dependent upon this funding model being significantly revised in order to bring our usual complement of two
Shlichim to Australia.
In October, we were delighted to learn that Rabbi Esther Jilovski was appointed Rabbi for Temple Sinai in Wellington. Esther is the
most recent Aussie graduate from the Hebrew Union College. We sincerely hope that a similar outcome can be achieved next year,
when Rabbi Eliza McCarroll is expected to graduate.
During the course of the year, we have been speaking with the Boards and Executive committees of our congregations about adopting
our Climate Change Action Plan, and utilising it as a mechanism for re-engaging young adults. We know that young adults engage
around issues rather than institutions and that there is a strong interest in study, education and action as key components in involving
young adults. However, most importantly, joint action with a strong Jewish content will enable young adults to coalesce around climate
change so that they can engage with Progressive Jewish values on their terms and, as Rabbi Sharon Brous has encouraged us,
become communities of courage and conviction.
I imagine a future in which there is a buzz in each of our Jewish communities that our congregations and organisations are places
where Jewish people want to meet and engage with likeminded other Jews and create a sense of community of meaning and purpose.
Covid-19 has slowed us down, but it has not stopped our work. As we emerge from Covid, we look forward to collaboration, courage
and conviction.
Ken Yehi Ratzon.
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MESSAGE FROM THE UPJ EXECUTIVE MANAGER
JOCELYN ROBUCK
This year has been marked by change, and particularly our efforts to cope with alterations to our expectations. For many of
us, we thought we had seen the last of lockdowns, and when they were again imposed, we needed to once again adjust to
virtual services, programs and interactions within our communities.
I love the lateral thinking provided by Matthieu Ricard: “While it may be difficult to change the world, it is always possible to
change the way we look at it”; this was clearly the mindset this year of our resilient and hard-working UPJ congregations.
As always, I have been inspired by the wonderful volunteers who provided support to UPJ congregations coping with these
changes.
In particular, I want to thank the following people who have greatly inspired me over this past year:
•

Susan Kadar provides a wonderful example of coping with change: she planned to chair the 2020 Biennial and rose
to the immense challenge of shifting from an in-person to a Virtual Biennial held in October 2020, which was highly
successful and boasted our highest attendance ever. Susan then agreed to plan for an in-person conference
scheduled for November 2021, but this also had to be cancelled due to the emergence of the Delta strain of
Covid-19. Susan convened workshops in mid-2021, gaining valuable input from congregations throughout the
region that assisted in developing the program for a multi-access Biennial that will be held on 17-20 November
2022 (with both in-person and virtual attendance). Susan has been a pillar of strength and has dedicated many
months to ensure we achieve a meaningful and successful conference.

•

Rabbi Shoshana Kaminsky again generously took on the task of coordinating submissions of weekly Parashat
Hashavua drashot written by members of the Assembly of Rabbis and Cantors of Australia, New Zealand and Asia,
and also showed her resiliency in accepting change when submissions for this year’s Elul Reflections were sparse;
she quickly came up with alternatives which were particularly important this year as a much-needed spiritual balm
during the month of Elul.

•

Thankfully, one thing did not change this year: As always, our hard-working UPJ Executive Committee members
provided friendship and valuable advice, volunteering many hours to assist whenever asked: Judi Hall,
Danny Hochberg, Lior Kalisse, Josh Keller, Marsha Rosenberg, Sue Silberberg and Franklin Tate;
Rabbi Nicole Roberts, Rabbi Shoshana Kaminsky, Michael Sacks, Sefi Shalam and Sharene Hambur.

My deep admiration goes to our hard-working Va’ad (office bearers): David Knoll and Brian Samuel, Dorothy Graff,
Helen Shardey, Larry Lockshin and Sally Castle, who devote countless hours to further the growth and vibrancy of our
movement and seem to understand the importance of avoiding the phrase “We’ve always done it that way”, instead
always looking at new ways to deal with changes and challenges.
David and Brian have continued to shine in their roles as Co-Presidents, and their respective talents and strengths
have been complementary and have contributed greatly. I am constantly inspired by their generosity and dedication, and
thankful that they are always available to take my calls and provide much-needed advice and guidance.
Our two Vice-Presidents, Dorothy Graff and Helen Shardey, are always on hand to assist, sharing both excellent advice
and hands-on help.
Larry, as Honorary Secretary, has generously volunteered many hours to promoting Relational Judaism in our region
(with valuable help from Judi Hall), as well as overseeing many necessary administrative tasks of running our organisation.
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Immediate Past President Roger Mendelson has continued his dedication to the work of the UPJ, particularly assisting with
clergy placements and chairing efforts to bring remaining copies of our siddur, Mishkan T’filah, to our region from the USA.
Serving as Honorary Treasurer for the past seven years, Sally has continued the time-consuming task of managing the
UPJ’s finances, and I greatly appreciate her generous support and friendship. I am also grateful that her term continues
through the end of 2022! Sally has spent many late nights/early mornings working on budgets and sorting out complicated
spreadsheets, managing the many tasks needed to keep the UPJ running.
I am thankful to have my supportive and helpful husband Rabbi Gary Robuck by my side, especially during this year of
changes and challenges. While we had hoped to be present around the birth of our third grandchild born to our daughter
Shoshana and husband Ryan in New York in mid-September, we had to change our plans when our travel exemption was
denied in August. At that time, it seemed that international travel would not happen again until well into 2022 – but that
prediction also (happily!) changed, and Gary and I will be in New York from mid-November through December. I also want
to thank Rabbi Sergio Bergman (WUPJ president) and Carole Sterling (WUPJ chair), who greatly assisted with helping to
make our visit to meet our new granddaughter a reality.
Finally, I want to thank you, the members of our region, for not changing … but instead continuing to contribute your
talents to the success of our Progressive community, and for the opportunity for me to serve in this challenging and
rewarding role.
For those who have ever wondered what keeps me busy, here is a brief summary of some of duties:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Board and special committees’ management;
Correspondence (letters of condolence, congratulations and mazel tovs);
Engagement with member congregations and organisations;
Event coordination (conferences, speakers’ visits);
Financial and general administration;
Public relations and marketing;
Support for the Assembly of Rabbis and Cantors (ARC);
Support for Netzer (particularly administration of Shnat);
UIA Progressive Appeal coordination;
Weekly News & Drash e-newsletter (editing and production).

May we all be blessed with a brighter future, allowing us to experience the best of times with our vibrant Progressive family,
and may we be inspired by a final quote by Robin Sharma: “Change is hard at the beginning, messy in the middle and
gorgeous at the end” - and I think we have a gorgeous year in store for the UPJ.
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MESSAGE FROM THE UPJ HONORARY TREASURER
SALLY CASTLE, CA
I present the financial report of the Union for Progressive Judaism for the year ended 30 June 2021.
I can advise that a surplus of $93k was made in 2020-21, compared to a budgeted surplus of $30k. The surplus was again
a very good result in the context of the widespread disruption caused by the global pandemic.
Income and impact of COVID-19
Income in 2020-21 was $296k, an increase of $9k from 2019-20. The budget for income was $237k so our income
expectations were exceeded by $59k.
There were several main drivers for this:
-

affiliation fees were $9k greater than budget – our congregations’ contributions were not as affected by the
pandemic as we had anticipated;
the grant from the WUPJ was $13k greater than budget – the pandemic was expected to have a greater impact on
the UIA Progressive Appeal than turned out to be the case; and
we received $32k from government grants compared to a budget of $16k – we received more JobKeeper than
budgeted, as well as a cash boost of $10k offsetting GST payments which we had not anticipated.

We have not budgeted for any government grants for 2021-22 and none are expected.
Expenses
Expenses in 2020-21 were $203k, in line with the budget of $207k and representing a decrease of $70k from 2019-20
actual expenses of $273k. The decrease in expenses of $70k between 2019-20 and 2020-21 was mainly due to:
Decreases totalling $118k from:|
-

no travel or meeting costs in 2020-21 due to COVID-19 ($12k);
no November gathering costs in 2020-21 ($18k);
no financial assistance loan expense ($15k);
Shir Chadash in 2019-20 and not in 2020-21 ($27k);
Machzor expenses in 2019-20 and not in 2020-21 ($30k);
a decrease of $11k in small grants expense between 2019-20 and 2020-21 – there were very few applications in
2020-21, and one of the organisations provided with a grant in the previous year (Jewish Arts) refunded their grant
of $4k as their event was not held; and
other small movements totalling $5k.

Increases of $48k from:
-

an audit requirement to recalculate long service leave in accordance with the requirements of the Department of
Treasury and Finance, and an increase in salaries expenses due to changes in superannuation and wage rates, as
well as payment for additional hours of work ($25k);
increase in insurance expenses of $4k;
2020 online biennial expenses of $16k; and
a $3k movement in doubtful debts expense between 2019-20 and 2020-21.
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Outlook
Whilst the UPJ enjoyed a significant surplus in 2020-21, our 2021-22 outturn is likely to be different and closer to the 202122 budgeted surplus of $1k. This is because:
-

we will no longer be receiving any Government support;
we will be writing off the entirety of the Financial Assistance Loan ($25k) to Rabbi Esther Jilovsky, who has met the
conditions for loan writeoff as she has now been appointed to the position of Rabbi at Temple Sinai in Wellington;
and
there will be two Shnat programs in 2021-22 to make up for the program which did not take place in 2020-21 (an
additional $10k in subsidy is expected).

We made provision of $30k in the 2021-22 budget for the next Biennial (now deferred to November 2022) and for $10k for
in-person executive meetings, one of which was cancelled and the other is uncertain due to the ongoing impact of COVID19 on state and international borders. The $30k for the Biennial will now fall into 2022-23. This deferral, coupled with the
possibility of no travel again in 2021-22, will assist in offsetting the additional expenses noted above.
We also retain the usual income uncertainties relating to our affiliation fees and the WUPJ Grant. It is difficult to forecast the
ongoing impact of the pandemic on the Progressive Trust Appeal and consequentially on the grant. It is prudent for the UPJ
to keep aside funds earned in comparatively quiet years such as 2020-21 in order to provide some insurance against future
uncertainties. Conservatism in our spending will assist the UPJ to be sustainable into the future. As I said last year, in my
view the impact of the pandemic has yet to play out fully.
Appreciation
My thanks go to our auditors, Lowe Lippman; and to our bookkeeper Fran Freiman.
It is my privilege to work with the extraordinary group of people who comprise the UPJ Executive, who are all passionate
about the future of Progressive Judaism in our region and give selflessly of their time. And as always, my dear friend
Jocelyn Robuck, UPJ Executive Manager, has provided enormous support. My thanks to you all.
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MESSAGE FROM THE ASSEMBLY OF RABBIS AND CANTORS OF AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND AND ASIA
RABBI NICOLE ROBERTS, CHAIR
In November 2020, at our annual meeting held via Zoom, the ARC confirmed the offices
of what was then the Acting Executive, electing Rabbi Nicole Roberts as Chair,
Rabbi Fred Morgan as Vice Chair, Rabbi Shoshana Kaminsky as Treasurer, and
Rabbi Jacqueline Ninio as Secretary. In addition, we agreed to a Common Standard document outlining requirements for conversion
and our position regarding Zoom batei din during the pandemic. We shared “best practices” regarding online tools, techniques, and
technology to support our communities, worship, and learning in the Covid/lockdown landscape. We also had opportunity to hear from
the UPJ leadership about goals for the coming year, including the “Talking About Our Values” course idea. We discussed matters of
governance and were delighted to welcome new colleagues to the region, including incoming Singapore rabbis Miriam and Beni
Wajnberg.
It is hoped that when travel restrictions ease we can come together in person for future ARC meetings as in the past. However, our
upcoming ARC Annual Meeting will be held in November 2021 via Zoom. Topics will include: assisted dying; possible revision to
conversion papers required of candidates; facilitating acceptance of gender diversity in our congregations; safe and healthy youth
movements; and ethics. We are again pleased to welcome the UPJ leadership to address our clergy and guests.
Over the course of the past year, the ARC has also met on Zoom for:
•

•
•
•

A two-hour session with Paula Davies, Professional Standards Director for the Anglican Province of South Australia, on
creating safe places for children and other vulnerable people and to learn about our obligation under the recommendations of
the Royal Commission.
A half-day in April 2021 to revisit our position on Zoom batei din in light of the dynamically changing Covid situation, and to
discuss professional supervision and child protection responsibilities.
Periodic “check in” sessions to provide mutual support to colleagues during an exceedingly difficult pandemic year.*
Monthly ARC Executive meetings, plus ad hoc meetings as required by circumstance.

Members of ARC have also met with members of the UPJ Executive in relation to supporting smaller communities with online
children’s education (cheder), and to discuss the “Talking About Our Values” course content. Two members of the ARC Executive join
the UPJ Executive meetings, providing divrei torah and other input.
During the year, a document was prepared and provided to UPJ reflecting ARC protocols that incoming ARC clergy are expected to
uphold upon assuming leadership roles in UPJ congregations. The document is for distribution by UPJ to any congregation seeking
new clergy from overseas.
In addition, a proposed 7 session “Talking About Our Values” course outline was prepared by the ARC Chair, and volunteers are being
sought from among ARC clergy to further develop the course by preparing lesson plans that speak to the detailed outline.
ARC members have continued to provide parashat hashavua (Torah portion of the week) reflections for the UPJ newsletter.
ARC clergy were engaged during the past year to support the Hobart community and New Zealand communities, and we would like to
especially recognise Rabbi Fred Morgan for his extensive work in the New Zealand region over the past period as consulting rabbi, for
which the leaders of those communities expressed much gratitude. We are pleased that newly ordained Rabbi Esther Jilovsky will
soon be joining the New Zealand region.
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We are proud to recognise Rabbi Stan Zamek and Rabbi Martha Bergadine for their 25 years of service, and to see
Cantor David Bentley named Emeritus in the Gold Coast upon his retirement and move to Israel.
* The ARC Chair would like to call attention to the abundance of published articles1 circulating in the religious world concerning the
immense toll that the past two years of “Covid shul” has taken on clergy of all faiths. The articles highlight how many pastors,
ministers, and rabbis are contemplating leaving the profession, struggling with trauma (first and second hand), experiencing decision
fatigue (responding to a constantly changing risk/safety landscape), finding no time for self care, experiencing the blurring of
boundaries while working at home with family around, worrying for their own health and safety and that of their families as they are
constantly exposed to group settings at funerals and worship services, and struggling in other ways while prioritising, above all else,
keeping their congregations inspired and well cared for. The demand to innovate has been ceaseless—every type of event
rethought/reimagined/recrafted, from services to life cycle events, to teaching, tutoring, and pastoral care—and responding has
required hours of extra meetings, and education that was not part of our seminary training, e.g., in effective and creative use of
technology, in supporting staff through restructures, and in the painstaking exegesis of public health and safety regulations. The ARC
Chair encourages lay leaders to think of creative ways to support the work our clergy do and their tireless dedication, so that we can
keep them in our synagogues and region for the long haul.

1

In eJewishPhilanthropy Dr. Betsy Stone https://ejewishphilanthropy.com/caring-for-clergy-while-they-care-for-us/ , and Rabbi Lewis
Kamrass CCAR president https://ejewishphilanthropy.com/quietly-eyeing-the-exit-door-or-seeking-renewal/ and in a number
of Christian journals regarding pastors and ministers.
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The Progressive Congregation of the ACT Jewish Community – Canberra, ACT
Peter Wise and Dan Rosauer, Co-Chairs, Progressive Committee of the ACTJC
Dan Rosauer and Peter Wise continued as Co-Chairs this year. They were joined on the Progressive
Committee by Nicole Lisle and, for part of the year, by Diana Grace, Sarah Greenbaum and Michael
Woodward.
Rabbi Gary Robuck and Jocelyn Robuck continued to visit the Congregation regularly throughout the year until June. Thereafter, Covid
restrictions necessitated the cancellation of a number of planned visits. With the lifting of restrictions, a visit is planned for November.
Rabbi Robuck, with the support of Jocelyn, led Friday night services online during the period that the Centre was closed and in person
services could not be held. These services were very popular and much appreciated by Canberra congregants, also attracting
participants who are members of the Progressive Congregation in Brisbane and others living in NSW and Victoria. He also conducted
High Holyday services online due to the closure of the Centre. These services were very well attended.
Rabbi Robuck’s and Jocelyn’s continuing support and commitment to our Congregation goes far beyond contractual obligations and is
deeply appreciated. Rabbi Robuck, with the support of Jocelyn, has led services and shiurim (latterly also on Zoom) in a warm and
inclusive manner, met individual members privately, and been an ongoing resource for our Congregation. Rabbi Robuck’s musical
skills, vocally and accompanying himself on the piano, have enhanced the appeal of our services when he visits. We are grateful that
they will continue their involvement with the Congregation in the coming year.
The Progressive Congregation, along with the Community, warmly welcomed Rabbi David Leitner Cohen and Rabbanit Mili Leitner
Cohen to the Congregation in August. They have already held discussions with Rabbi Robuck which emphasised their recognition of
the central role that the Progressive Congregation has in the life of the ACT Jewish Community.
We continue to seek to improve, with the support of Rabbi Robuck, the professionalism of our lay-led services and strive to hold
services that are inclusive and welcoming.
In 2020 a young families’ group was formed, led by Nicole Lisle. They have been very active, running activities at the synagogue, in
family homes, and a very successful “Havdalah Under the Stars” event held at Mount Stromlo in June, incorporating star gazing
through the telescopes conducted by volunteer astronomers. They have been effective in increasing the participation and involvement
of young families in services and events.
The Progressive Congregation has had discussions with the Board concerning proposed minor alterations to the Progressive
Synagogue. These include the setting up of the space, the Ner Tamid, the stained glass artwork and signage.
We continue to seek to facilitate enjoyable social contact for our members and friends. We plan to institute monthly potluck dinners,
Shabbat meals in members’ homes and other social events.
Long-term member of our Congregation (and former Community President) Bill Arnold continues to provide Chaplaincy to Jewish
prisoners in Corrective Services Centres in Canberra, Goulburn, Cooma and Junee.
The Congregation remains committed to Tikkun Olam. With the assistance of Rabbi Robuck, the Congregation developed a proposal
for a Community Garden in the grounds as a way of involving Community members in an ongoing, “hands on” project. We met with
representatives from Kingston Organic Community Garden who generously provided information and gave us a tour of their Gardens.
We would like to conclude by thanking the lay leaders who make our weekly Shabbat services happen and who continue to do so with
enthusiasm and warmth, as well as those who assist with the organisation and running of services and other events. Thank you to the
ACTJC Board for their continued support of the Progressive Congregation. Particular thanks go to Robert Cussel, for his advocacy for
the Congregation. Finally, we wish to acknowledge the office staff for their hard work and support. We look forward to a year of
continued growth and connection.
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Shalom Progressive Jewish Congregation – Central Coast, NSW
Brian Green, Public Officer and Ceremonial Leader
Shalom to the UPJ community!
I am pleased to share with you all a recently compiled pictorial history of our congregation, and
to thank the UPJ and rabbis for their support and involvement with our congregation and
Hebrew & Religion School over the years.
I wish to especially acknowledge and commend the contribution of my wife Jennifer, the co-founder of the congregation, for
her untiring work in her many roles as Hebrew & Religion School Coordinator and Teacher, Congregational Welfare Officer
and latterly, Shofar Newsletter Editor.
I would also like to thank the many management board members who served the congregation over the years, but
especially Virginia Baume in the early years, and Gary and Sheryle Berman in the latter years.
For myself, this work has been my greatest achievement, made so by the fact that it was made totally in a voluntary
capacity.
In more recent years, with the growth of our former Hebrew & Religion School graduates and their migration from the
Central Coast to elsewhere in search of higher education experiences and employment, we have scaled back on our
congregational activities.
Covid has also further impacted upon us, like every other congregation.
But when we come out of lockdown, at 80% double vaccinated, we will reinstitute services in a Chavurah format, in
peoples’ homes.
To view the pictorial history on the UPJ website, CLICK HERE.
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North Shore Temple Emanuel – Chatswood, NSW
Julia Selby, President
On a similar basis to other congregations in NSW, for North Shore Temple Emanuel (NSTE), 2021 has been a
tale in three parts: almost normal operations as we started the calendar year, lockdown from June to October
and a gradual re-opening from late October.
Following the pandemic-driven disruption of 2020, by the start of 2021 we had resumed in person Shabbat services with Covid-safe
processes in place and resumed b’nei mitzvah. We were delighted to have a communal seder in our community hall, as well as to
share Yom HaShoah and Anzac Day commemorations together as a community.
We had a well-attended and meaningful Tikkun Leil Shavuot, at which Rabbi Roberts introduced the “This I Believe” workshop series
about the core values that shape how we live and articulating them to the next generation.
We were able to hold our annual general meeting in person in May. Gwen Harrison concluded her three-year term as President
and I was honoured to take her place as incoming President. The NSTE community is grateful to Gwen for her leadership and her
contribution, which has continued throughout 2021, as she has kept on top of the ever-changing COVID requirements and their
implications for us.
In June, the Delta strain of Covid arrived in NSW, taking us back into lockdown. We had maintained the live streaming of our services
since 2020 and the experience of that year enabled us to move smoothly into online mode only for services and also for our Meah
Hebrew and Religion School classes and for events and virtual gatherings.
Through our Rabbis’ sermons, articles in our newsletter and Rabbi Roberts’ appearance in a NSW Jewish Board of Deputies
(NSWJBD) video, we supported the campaigns of the NSW Government and the NSWJBD to encourage vaccination. To keep
up-to-date on Covid-related developments, our Senior Rabbi, President and Immediate Past President participated in the regular
informative Zoom meetings for leaders of places of worship run by Multicultural NSW.
Despite having expected that the completely online High Holy Days services in 2020 would be a one-off, we were back to the
extensive thought and preparations required for online High Holy Days services again in 2021. It was rewarding to work closely
with Emanuel Synagogue and the NSWJBD to get a clear understanding of what would be acceptable to the NSW government
for the maximum number of people, including service leaders, singers, musicians and technical support in our spaces to create
meaningful services for live streaming.
It required considerable ingenuity to still be able to offer beautiful and inspiring services while keeping within the limit of people
permitted in the sanctuary. Despite the services only being online, over 175 people were honoured, including through pre-recorded
aliyot, with the Rabbis delivering the blessings as part of the actual service. We are grateful to our Rabbis but also to the large
number of volunteers who worked so hard to make the services possible. In order to make our services as accessible as possible
to everyone, pre-registration was not required and we are aware that many across the NSW and wider Jewish community joined
our services for the first time.
Following the gradual lifting of restrictions in October, we have resumed in-person services and b’nei mitzvah ceremonies, while
meeting the space and other requirements of our Covid Safe plan. We look forward to further opening up in the coming weeks.
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Throughout 2021, we built on the experience from the pandemic in 2020 to continue with our community well-being calls to our
members and to provide support as required. We worked hard to offer a range of opportunities for congregational engagement,
mainly through Zoom, including Torah Study, a monthly Phosphorescence conversation with the Rabbis on Rosh Chodesh, our
Boomers film group, and social-justice webinars, as well as continuing to provide online Hebrew and Religion School classes and
tutoring for our b’nei mitzvah students.
Over a challenging period, our unflagging and committed rabbis, staff and volunteers have been magnificent, being there for our
community as we moved from periods of relative normality to restrictions and a gradual return to normality continuing into 2022.
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Emanuel Synagogue – Woollahra, NSW
Alex Lehrer, President, Suzanna Helia, CEO, and
Rabbi Jeffrey B Kamins OAM, Senior Rabbi

Board, clergy and staff continue to work together as a tight and harmonious team. We have creatively re-visioned our
strategy in light of the challenges and opportunities presented by regional and global circumstances over the last couple
of years.
Like every other community around Australia, Emanuel Synagogue has transformed in response to the impact of COVID
over these last couple of years. As challenging as it was to host so many activities on Zoom, we continued to provide as
many points of connection among our community as possible. Highlights included engaging and musical services
involving song, story-telling and poetry; many different conversations on a variety of contemporary social, cultural and
health issues; and ways of reaching out to as many of our members as possible, and beyond. Our non-doctrinal, broad
and inclusive approach to Judaism has energised our community.
During this time, we have furthered our conversation about the renovation of our original Heritage Sanctuary, the next
stage of our campus redevelopment to enhance the sacredness, intimacy and functionality of our space for the 21st century.
We will begin fundraising for the project soon and we hope to complete it by the end of 2022, as our physical surroundings
further enable our spiritual goals.

We look forward to being able to engage with and provide support for the UPJ.
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Beit Or v’Shalom – Brisbane, Queensland
Alvin Maradeen, President
During the past year our Congregation has been fortunate and blessed to have not suffered the loss of
the passing of any Beit Or v’Shalom members. There have however been members who have
experienced their own loss of loved ones. To them, their family and friends, and to all those who have
lost loved ones over the course of the year, we wish “long life”.
Despite the year being overshadowed with the doom and gloom of COVID-19, government-imposed restrictions, lockdowns and border
closures, we have actually been very fortunate and have had multiple occasions to celebrate in our community. In February 2021, we
welcomed 2 families with a naming ceremony for their the baby boys. Between April and October we have celebrated the B’Mitzvot of
4 of our young people with their families. Looking forward to the year ahead, we have our next Bar Mitzvah planned for April 2022.
Our Shul activities have continued whenever we have been able. Our Shabbat morning services have only been minimally affected by
lockdowns and I am so very pleased that we have added more people to our service leadership team, now comprising of 5 service
leaders and 4 service assistants. We have also recently enjoyed beautiful leyning of Torah from 2 of our valued members. Throughout
the year, we have also held a Chanukah party, Purim party, Seder night, and Kabbalat Shabbatot. We actively participated in the
community Yom Ha’Atzmaut celebrations and the children of our Cheder shone brightly at the Yom Hashoah ceremony held at Mt
Gravatt Cemetery. For a small community during a worldwide pandemic, we have done very well.
Our congregation enjoyed two visits from Rabbi Robuck in the last 12 months, less than we had originally planned, but the best we
could manage under the current COVID restrictions. The visit in June allowed for the presentation of the Ner Tamid Awards to our 2
very worthy 2020 recipients, Lorraine Jacobs and Mervyn Rudd. UPJ Co-President David Knoll ZOOMed in to make the virtual
presentation, while Rabbi Robuck was on hand to make the physical presentation.
In terms of our Shul building, much has changed and we have seen great improvements taking place. The facelift on the outside of the
building was completed in October 2020, along with some minor repairs and painting inside the Shul. Now, having been successful in
securing a grant from the Gambling Community Benefit Fund, we are currently in the process of having a new kitchen installed. The
timber floorboards of the Shul have now been restored and polished. This week we are having new carpet laid on our Bimah. With a
new Parochet on order from the US and new cushions being made for our bench seats, the Shul is going to have a whole new
wonderful look (hopefully) before Chanukah!
One thing that COVID has forced upon us is the need to reach out to our members by live streaming our services and events. We have
been able to secure another grant through the office of our local Federal MP, This was a grant to assist volunteers of an organisation.
This money will allow us to purchase a computer dedicated to the live streaming of our services and also some audio-visual equipment
to improve the quality of the product we deliver. For those that aren’t aware, our services are streamed on YouTube, so please
subscribe to our YouTube channel and then you will be able to find our services easily at any time.
I wish to offer my thanks to all the volunteers who have contributed in so many different ways to the Shul throughout the last 12
months. My thanks also to the outgoing Board who have worked so harmoniously, during some very testing times. Thank you to my
family for supporting me during my Presidency of Beit Or v’Shalom and understanding that I have commitments that often take me
away from home.
In closing, I would like to remind everyone of the importance for us to establish a plan if succession. I have now officially completed 3
years as President and our current constitution allows for a maximum of 5 years. This has already been extended from the original 2
years and it is my personal belief that this should not be further extended. Given that the position of President can only be filled by a
person who has already served on the Board for at least 12 months in the last 3 years, it is imperative that people give thought to the
future leadership of Beit Or v’Shalom.
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Temple Shalom – Gold Coast, Queensland
Louise Ward, President, and Michael Shnukal, Immediate Past President
It is with mixed feelings that I present my final report for Temple Shalom.
Over the past two years, Covid-19 restrictions have placed a burden on the Board of Management (BoM) to ensure the congregation
remains cohesive. Some of our requirements were met by Zoom as a medium for transmitting Friday night services.
I would like to thank Reverend Cantor David Bentley for his dedication to the Friday night services, which he previously hosted from
the Gold Coast, and more recently, from his new home in Israel.
It is with great pride that I am able to announce the appointment of Rabbi Adi Cohen as our pulpit Rabbi. Rabbi Cohen, along with his
wife Gila and their three sons, began their appointment on 19 July 2021. The Rabbi brings experience gained from his appointments in
Israel, New Zealand and Western Australia.
The role of the President can be either rough or smooth - this depends on the relationship the President has with their Board. I have
been fortunate to have an excellent and cohesive Board supporting me. I wish to acknowledge each and every one of them
accordingly.
Michael Shnukal, Immediate Past President
President’s Report
It is with great pleasure that I present you my first but short, President’s Report.
Short because it is only a few months since now Past President Michael Shnukal handed me the reins. Still, in these first few months
an enormous change has come about to the Temple Shalom Community, the arrival of Rabbi Adi Cohen and Rebbetzin Gila Cohen
and their family.
The arrival of a new Rabbi has been a long held dream for the Board and Congregation. With much hard work and planning under the
leadership of Michael, this dream has been realised.
The realisation of this plan included building a sustainable financial future, which is centered around the building of two sets of
townhouses.
After delays, due in part to the disruptions caused by the effects of Covid-19 and the council planning process, we have now
commenced the building of the second set of Townhouses.
The Cheder is growing strong. The teaching team includes a qualified school teacher as well as two native Israeli speakers. We have a
number of children entering the B’nai mitzvah program.
Live-streaming our Erev Shabbat services on Facebook has bought a wider community engagement, often totalling a few hundred
views. As well as putting Temple Shalom out there in the wider Jewish community, we have ensured our own members who are
unable to attend services have been kept engaged.
The introduction of midweek Shacharit services, adult education and increased social events which have been adapted to comply with
safe Covid19 practises.
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Other highlights of our year
•

High Holy Day services including Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur, lead by our new Rabbi, Adi and Rebbetzin Gila Cohen.

•

Completion of the re-carpeting of our building and new furniture for our foyer.

•

Renovation/refurbishment of front office and Rabbi’s office.

•

Installation of new sound systems.

•

Arranging offsite meetings in Covid19 safe environments like the Botanic gardens and Golf club.

•

Due to large numbers wishing to attend our Break The Fast Meal, we had no choice but to book out a local restaurant in a
prestigious resort.

•

Chanukah BBQ.

•

Tu b’Shvat Seder, where an Israeli restaurant catered for us for the first time and this was a great

•

success.

•

Our Italian themed Purim Party, catered again by a restaurant.

•

Seder Night was beautifully catered by a chef.

•

Shavuot Chavurah.

•

A very well attended Bagel Lunch to welcome Rabbi Adi and Rebbetzin Gila.

•

We had a big crowd for Simchat Torah celebration.

The commencement of a new Rabbi and new President both at once, will I’m sure, result in a few changes, changes that I hope will be
positively seen as growth for the future. Some changes will be a little uncomfortable for some of us at times, but I believe we all know
that if we are to go forward as a vibrant sustainable community some changes are needed. After all, we have always been successful
in adapting to a changing world.
Louise Ward, President
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Sunshine Coast Jewish Community – Queensland
Val Shahar, President
In October the new board of the Sunshine Coast Jewish Community was voted in. This includes,
Valerie Shahar (President), Lindsey Helitzer (Secretary), Ohad Ladany.
Thank you to the previous executive committee, Simone Collins (President), Lindsey Helitzer
(Vice President) and Val Shahar (Secretary), for their commitment to the Sunshine Coast Community.
Covid continued this past year to affect the type of functions we were able to provide.
Our membership fees that we had already dropped to a low level have now been cancelled as of the new financial year.
This is due to the lower numbers caused by the establishment of Chabad Sunshine Coast, and all the young Israeli families
moving their attendance to Chabad functions. It appears that most of our non-Israeli membership has remained with the SCJC.
Due to the decrease in membership, we can no longer afford insurance, nor rent venues to hold any functions.
The outlook for the future SCJC, due to current membership interest, is more social interaction than strictly religious events.
We believe the same phenomenon exists in the Chabad group, so it is safe to assume that there is not a huge demand for
regular religious services on the Sunshine Coast. This is not new, and something we have maintained for many years.
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Beit Shalom Synagogue – Adelaide, South Australia
Janet Henrie, Immediate Past President
Beit Shalom continues to be in the enviable location of Adelaide, South Australia, for this
current year. Adelaide has experienced lockdowns but not to the extent of the rest of
Australia or indeed the world. We continue to have a blend of face-to-face services with a Zoom option.
A CTIVITIES
We established a special award, the Righteous Mensch award, honouring our non-Jewish associate members who contribute to our
congregation and Jewish community life. We bestowed this to our two honorees on Simchat Torah.
In November 2020, the Adelaide Holocaust Museum and Steiner Education Centre was launched with a ceremony that included the
Beit Shalom choir being conducted by a guest conductor.
The Ner Tamid and Vatik were awarded to Rachel Gillespie and Ron Hoenig. We are proud of these worthy individuals who work
tirelessly with our Adelaide multifaith community and we are pleased that they received this special recognition by the UPJ.
Online classes included topics such as Kabbalah Adventure. A radio program for High Holy Days 2020 featured recorded choral music
and special greetings. Torah Schmooze (now Breakfast Club) was started, providing an opportunity to discuss any topic of interest to
members before the Saturday morning service. We looked at the voluntary assisted death legislation, our relationship to Israel, and the
impacts of climate change.
We participated in Shabbat Around the World, joining and being joined by the Rabbi and members of Peninsula Temple Beth El. Dean
Staker joined us on Zoom during our lockdown, enhancing our service immensely.
In March 2021, we held the community Purim Carnival on Beit Shalom grounds, with attendance from all segments of our community.
We had approximately 350 attendees. It was our largest and most successful carnival to date.
We continued to reach out to our older and isolated members during the festival seasons of Hannukah, Purim, Pesach and Shavuot.
Parcels of food were hand delivered by congregants to these members, along with cards created by our cheder to bring a smile.
Abraham Institute
The Abraham Institute through its partnership with Together for Humanity has provided funding for eight schools, partnered with the
Jewish Christian and Muslim Association of Victoria, visited two secondary schools, one primary school, led religion studies workshops
at five secondary and six primary schools. A pilot 6-week leadership program for girls from culturally diverse backgrounds was
conducted at a secondary school. Three Interfaith Storytimes were led at a local library; two Hindu and one Muslim. The Abraham
Institute has delivered Teacher professional development at a secondary school with its partner Together for Humanity. The Institute
Director has been a keynote speaker at the Catholic Education SA’s APRIM Formation Day, and a guest speaker at the Council for
Christians and Jews SA.
Through the hard work and dedication of our staff and volunteers, Beit Shalom has managed to thrive in 2021. May it always be so.
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Hobart Hebrew Congregation – Hobart, Tasmania
Jeff Schneider, President
This was a year of positive growth for Tasmania’s proud and resilient Jewish community. However, an
uncharacteristic string of local antisemitic displays reflects the need to be aware and vigilant towards
antisemitism.
As of this writing, Tasmania has been fortunate with COVID-19 as there has been no local transmissions and we’ve been able
to hold activities as normal. There is now a group of Jewish families with young children in Hobart, and for the first time in
decades, the Hobart Hebrew Congregation has a cheder that meets regularly. It is exciting to see children absorb and
identify with Judaism, and a source of pride for our entire community. Additionally, in February we had both a Bar Mitzvah
and wedding in the synagogue, and the simchot for these rare Hobart occurrences were very well attended.
We are glad that Rabbi Paul Jacobson in Sydney became our new consulting Rabbi in autumn and has established a
reciprocally warm relationship. Unfortunately, COVID-19 meant we had to postpone Rabbi Jacobson’s planned July visit, but
we’ve benefited from educational online sessions.
In the autumn, there were some antisemitic incidents consisting of graffiti and stickers. In April, Parliament House in Hobart
was vandalised with “Heil Hitler” and “Kristalnact”. The next month saw stickers and graffiti promoting a Neo-Nazi group
throughout Hobart, and there were also similar displays in Launceston and Queenstown.
Antisemitism is rare in Tasmania and these were sobering incidents. As a positive, we are pleased that recently established
relationships with local media allowed myself to speak on behalf of the Jewish community about these unfortunate incidents.
The apparent presence of hateful groups also reflects the importance of education, and we are proud to continue to host
several school groups at the synagogue. Additionally The Hon Josh Frydenberg MP came to Hobart in March and announced
funding for a Holocaust Education Centre. While we are excited about the possibility, we are waiting until there is ongoing
operational funding towards the project to ensure it is viable for our small community.
We look forward for another eventful year ahead of us.
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Kehillat David Hamelech (Kedem) - Armadale
Ra’anan Ben David and Sara Sterling, Co-Presidents
Since May 2021, we have served as Kedem’s first team of co-presidents. In order for this to
occur, the Kedem constitution had to be amended. It was a lengthy process and we are grateful to the work done by Lionel Appelboom
to ensure all went smoothly.
During the extended lockdown in 2020, Kedem services had successfully shifted online. As we entered 2021, the impact of the
pandemic seemed to be easing. Kedem’s capacity to return to in-person services however, was limited; our access to the hall at the
King David School was restricted because of government-imposed constraints on third parties accessing school property.
Shabbat morning services continued on Zoom, on the first, third and fourth Shabbatot of the month. In April Kedem participated in the
World Union for Progressive Judaism’s “Shabbat Around the World” program. Service for the Soul regulars, in three states of Australia,
chanted “Shalom” with guests in the US, Canada, Norway, Austria and Chile.
Festival celebrations on-line included: the Tu B'Shvat seder; the Covid Shmovid Rock'n'roll Purim party; three services with student
rabbi Scott Goldberg just prior to, and over, Pesach; Kabbalat Shabbat Chanukah with Shannyn Gelbart and Max Einsohn; and Sukkot
with Rabbi Gabbi Sar-Shalom.
One of the great pleasures made possible during our brief return to in-person services at The King David School, was the opportunity
to celebrate Libby Appelboom receiving this year’s UPJ Ner Tamid award. Libby has been and remains one of the pillars of our
Kedem community. It is hard for us to express how grateful we are for her unbelievable contribution to Kedem.
Netzer and Progressive Community Shaliach Sefi Shalam gave the drash at the Yom Ha’atzmaut Shabbat service. Leon Sterling and
Deborah Stone represented Kedem at the Tisha B’Av combined communities’ commemoration.
The monthly text study group continued on-line throughout the year, discussing the Books of Judith, Susana, Joseph and Job.
Living Calm sessions continued online, offering physical and well-being activities including gentle stretches, deep relaxation, breathing
practices, gentle Jewish yoga and meditation to a range of age groups and abilities.
Planning for this year’s High Holydays proved to be particularly difficult because of the uncertainty about whether a return to in-person
services would even be permitted. By August, the Board decided it had become too difficult to continue planning for all the different
possible contingencies and determined that we would proceed with online services only. This proved to be a prescient decision.
We were extremely fortunate to secure the services of both Rabbi Fred Morgan AM and Rabbi Gabbi Sar-Shalom as guest rabbis for
High Holyday services. Working with Kedem’s lay leaders and CHARM, they provided warmth, inspiration and engagement. The sense
of community was so palpable that, at times, it became possible to forget we were only participating virtually.
In May, the board convened a joint meeting with the CHARM committee to explore opportunities and priorities for the year ahead. The
discussion was informed by the results of a survey of members and their interests.
While implementation of some of the projects is on pause due to ongoing COVID-19 restrictions it was a wonderful and collaborative
opportunity for the board and CHARM to come together and discuss some of the strategic opportunities and challenges facing Kedem
and think about projects and initiatives desired by our community.
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We would like to recognise the efforts of, and thank, our colleagues on the Kedem board who came together late last year and have
had to weather the vagaries of the pandemic over the past 12 months. They have done so without missing a beat. Andrew Gelbart
guided us through the mysteries of “virtual” world, supporting us all the way.
We also would like to thank the members of Chayim and Ritual Matters committee, (CHARM), who continue to attend to Kedem’s
spiritual needs despite all the uncertainties of the past 18 months.
None of this would be possible without the incredible and tireless efforts of Rosi Meltzer (Kedem Executive Officer) and Ruth Gross
(Jewish Life and Education Coordinator).
Although Covid-19 has prevented regular in-person services and events, the Kedem community spirit has prevailed. We have made
virtual get-togethers work for us. We have continued to pray, learn, meet and schmooze together on-line. We look forward to
transitioning back to in-person services and events as restrictions ease.
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Etz Chayim Progressive Synagogue – Bentleigh, Victoria
Pam Spiegel, President
One of the most important learning experiences to come out of these lockdowns has been the resilience of our youth. Their
flexibility to roll with the punches has provided our community with unrelenting enthusiasm and new role models to admire.
Many of our B’nei Mitzvah students prepared for their special day, not knowing whether they would physically be in Shule with
their friends and family; alone in Shule with immediate family only; or reading Torah from their home. Thank goodness for Zoom,
and for the continued optimism and support of our community! Our congregation has embraced Zoom wholeheartedly, giving
them the opportunity to enjoy special events and regular services.
Our unified Board of Management has worked beautifully together, building community engagement through our online platforms,
and creating procedures to allow for safe gatherings in between lockdowns.
Rabbi Allison has continued to provide exceptional Rabbinic leadership through these challenging times, albeit through the lens
of a camera!
In more recent times, we have been able to invite limited numbers back into our Shule. The excitement on that first day was
palpable! It was wonderful to share the joy in-person with the Rabbi, musical staff and community. As we are slowly able to
invite our congregation back inside, we will still continue to offer both Zoom and YouTube services, to allow for all our members
to participate.
Looking forward to a bright future with our hardworking Rabbi, administrative staff, Board of Management, and our supportive
family community.
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Leo Baeck Centre for Progressive Judaism – East Kew, Victoria
Michael Taft, President
In Melbourne we experienced six lockdowns during the pandemic. That kept us at home for
more than 260 days under the Covid restrictions. The Leo Baeck Centre moved as many
activities as possible onto Zoom. Some functions were cancelled and others postponed. This
is my first report as President succeeding Gillian Lubansky, who stepped down.
Our High Holy Days services ran on Zoom for a second year. They ran well with lay readers and aliyot participating from home.
Last year the sanctuary looked like a TV studio with power cables, lights on stands, and a tripod camera, all the cables terminated at
a table at the rear of the sanctuary. A year on we have concealed cables, power to the reading desk, Zoom monitors installed for the
service leader to know what participants are seeing. Each service now has a rostered Zoom operator who can operate remotely. The
Zoom desk is now located at the rear corner concealed behind the children’s bookshelf. During the height of the lockdown we were
only permitted to have five people in the sanctuary for the purpose of broadcasting the service.
Our budget, like many communities, is tight. We have a group looking at what our community assets might provide us as a revenue
stream into the future and our fundraising group has managed to get some grants. This past year created very many challenges and
without the constant effort of Rabbi Jonathan a number of our programs would not have run. We owe him a very large vote of thanks.
Additionally, I would like to acknowledge his work in creating and organising the Zoom services.
In the lead-up to the Haggim we showed a film reflecting on Ruth Bader Ginsberg’s life achievements and were saddened by her
death.
During the Covid period Rabbi Jonathan ran “Rabbis Compendia”: weekly newsletters that had information and links our members
found of use and comfort. This was in addition to our weekly newsletter. The office staff worked from home. The caretaker ceased
as there was no work. As we are now moving back to a more normal life, we are looking to replace an administration assistant.
The position has been vacant for more than a year. A caretaker has been reappointed to clean up the garden and prepare for a
return to the new “Covid normal”.
LBC was successful in obtaining a grant to renovate our out-of-date kitchen and electrical wiring. This is nearing completion.
Our community magazine, “Profile”, continues with all its regular features. Rabbi Levi was “profiled” to mark his 60 years as Rabbi
and to reflect his role in the foundation of this community. The monthly chavurah lunch moved online to become the “LBC Studio”,
run after Shabbat services.
The Book Club and Deborah’s Well continued online. The LBCinema, Israeli dancing and Jewish Jam ceased owing to the Covid
restrictions.
In between lockdowns, one of our speakers was Leah Boulton, representing PATHWAYS, a group that assists those who leave
Orthodoxy. We launched the book of poems by Rena Lopata, a collection of poems titled “Walk the Land”, with photos by her
husband Alex. The Annual LBC lecture was presented by Professor Andrew Markus: “What can we learn from the surveys and the
census for the Progressive Community.”
During this period, when we could meet in person, Dr Linda Stern spoke of “Life in New York”, Rabbi Jonathan led classes on how
to read Torah. There were a number of Sunday morning talks, including Jewish Spain, a virtual tour with Paul Forgas. On the eve
of the US election, we had a talk by Emma Goldberg, a political analyst. We discussed the refugee situation and held the annual
Yom Ha’atzmaut dinner at a Turkish restaurant.
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The Purim spiel was held with social distancing. We held a series of talks “Food for Festivals” with Rita Erlich, food writer, lecturer
and consultant.
We had a good turnout for the community seder. The previous year had to be moved to be a “seder in a box” due to the Covid
restrictions. The civic service was postponed. It was to have coincided with the 50th anniversary of the community at Harp Road.
In July on the anniversary of 50 years at Harp Road, Netzer ran an Erev Shabbat Sprout Service. Our congregational historian
Albert Isaac led a service the following Shabbat morning to mark the occasion. The first service of our community was held in his
family home.
The Sh’ma program continued online. The Sh’ma team – Rabbi Jonathan Keren-Black, Jessica Bellamy, and Jay Kowald –
established Google classrooms for assignments and shared documents for Ivrit and Yahadut (Jewish Learning). We also engaged
our wonderful assistant teachers, Maya Marek and Gali Marek.
S’lichot was preceded by the film “Bran Neu Dae”. The producer Graeme Isaac was online to lead a discussion about the film.
The Tikkun on Shavuot was linked to the community theme for the year “Healing of Body and Soul”.
Each night during Chanukah, a different family lit their candles on Zoom. The fourth night included a community picnic in a local park,
concluding with candle lighting.
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Temple Beth Israel – St Kilda, Victoria
Joanne Loewy Irons, President
This year, Melbourne has been in lockdown from 12 February - 17 February, 27 May - 10 June,
15 July - 27 July and 5 August - 29 October.
The second year living with restrictions has been difficult and I am immensely proud of the work of our religious practitioners
Rabbi Lazarow, Cantor Laloum, Rabbi Ettlinger and Mashpia Cohen, and our operations and facility staff. I thank them all for their
work and support of each other. Our agility with services and programmes has been remarkable. TBI, having invested in
technology, had the infrastructure in place and was already streaming services before Covid. Now, it has become a natural part
of our connection and a chosen option and currently a necessity if we are to hold services and educational programmes during
restrictions. The reach of our offerings has expanded and our engaged community lies beyond just Melbourne as we often welcome
those joining from intrastate, interstate and internationally. Our sophistication in production is world class with a touch of hamishe
as we invite communal participation. It is inspiring to see how we have adapted to this wonderful ability to continue with our beautiful
services, invite lay leader contributions and create our own sacred space at home.
TBI’s year was most notably punctuated by the announcement on 13 May that Rabbi Lazarow had sought to activate his six-month
notice period. The Board recognised that Rabbi Lazarow’s decision came at the end of a period of prolonged stress and as such
rejected the resignation and committed to instituting the necessary support that would ensure his continued tenure.
Staffing and administrative review, recruitment for an Executive Director, external HR engagement and staff support has ensued.
Rabbi Kim Ettlinger is working on a part-time basis until she moves to Perth. Plans are underway for us to be able to celebrate her
contributions to TBI.
Services and Programmes
It is refreshing to remember that during the year, we have experienced some onsite offerings including Rabbi Levi’s book launch,
B’nei Mitzvah, Jews in the News, Bubs n Bagels, Beit Sefer Chayim lessons, Binah graduation, Binah orientation, Geirut introduction,
Pride Shabbat, cooking for Nourish, Netzer’s Sprout services and of course regular Shabbat services.
Our Shabbat and Chaggim services offer choice and voice to differing demographics and spirituality and include Daily Daven, Pop Up
Shabbat, Gesher, Hineinu. Sprout (Netzer), Mincha (simcha), Family and Tot.
Our volunteers
TBI is more than a building, it is a place to belong, and belong we have throughout the pandemic - without missing a single Shabbat
service and without compromise on our programmes. We introduced Daily Daven, cemented our care calls, created a crisis relief
group, broadened our Take them a Meal programme and, when safe, responsible and permitted, to operate reimagined Nourish.
The generosity of our volunteers continues to inspire me.
I thank all our volunteers who work tirelessly to help others less fortunate, who are truly the heart and soul of our caring community. It
is the living Judaism that embodies what are TBI values, and it is this to which we should stay true.
Our Partnerships
Our strategic and relational partnerships continue in strength with our tenant Headland Montessori, Etz Chayim Progressive
Synagogue, The King David School and Jewish Care, and we look forward to deepening those ties and creating further opportunities
for relational partnerships.
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Lifecycle Events: 30 October 2020 – 30 September 2021
A few statistics:
Bnei Mitzvah 37 | Aufruf 4 |Weddings 4 |Funerals 46 |Minyanim 19 |Consecration 10 |Baby Namings/Brits 12 |Beit Din 2 |Gittin
(Divorce) 2 |Welcoming/Receiving Ceremony 2
As we cautiously return to onsite services, we will experience a busy November and December with 13 B’nei Mitzvah scheduled.
Our Strategic Plan
TBI is a strong community because of its Members. One outcome of the Member Forum in June was to form a working group to
develop a process for focus groups (preferably in person) and a short questionnaire (via email) to be held with Members across all
our demographics.
We are fortunate that Emeritus Professor Andrew Markus AO, who led the Gen08 and Gen17 studies, has agreed to lead a review
of the Strategic Plan in early 2022. It is hoped that the consultations will contribute to the evaluation of the progress of the
Strategic Plan.
I understand that as a community we may not always agree on matters. I hope that in future any discourse will be useful and
productive. I look forward to working together for a future that is sustainable, spiritual and meaningful.
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Kehillat S'dot Zahav – Goldfields Congregation Inc.
David Kram, President
Kehillat S’dot Zahav (the congregation of the Goldfields) has approximately 40 members and an additional
cohort of visitors, the latter mainly from Melbourne. It is based in Central Victoria, with hubs in Bendigo and
Castlemaine but no permanent venue. An incorporated association, KSZ was founded by the Hon Howard
Nathan AM QC and Sarah Austin in 2007. KSZ is also represented on the Bendigo Interfaith Council. KSZ
preserves strong links with UPJ, PJV and ARZA.
This is a summary of the Presidential report. For more information, please contact goldfieldsksz@gmail.com.
COMMITTEE
Dr David Kram AM remained President and acted as Public Officer/Honorary Secretary, Sarah Austin remained Vice-President,
Bruce Sokel remained Treasurer. Jerome Winston remained Minute Secretary, Leah Mow-Yoffee remained Committee Member.
Thanks to all committee members for their valued contributions.
THANKS TO
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ARZA, Progressive Judaism Victoria and the Union for Progressive Judaism, and for their publicity and communications.
These organisations are very important to help present a unified voice to the world;
The Hon. Howard Nathan OAM, assisted by Sarah Austin, for their gigantic, far-reaching advocacy of the preservation of
Jewish history in the historic White Hills Ceremony held on March 21, 2021 (see below);
Temple Beth Israel, the Progressive Jewish Cultural Fund and chevra kadisha for their support preparing for March 21 and
for the event itself;
The Bendigo Interfaith Council for their support. It is so important to know that we are part of a wider community keeping
religious faith alive in the Goldfields;
Cantor Michel Laloum, our designated consulting rabbi, for continued advice and support ;
Leah Mow-Yoffee for continuing to encourage the social aspect of KSZ;
Jerome Winston, for leading stimulating workshops and education sessions;
Ailsa Jean, for support to Jerome and the congregation;
Fran Sokel for assisting with financial oversight;
Members who donated extra funds to sustain KSZ;
Members and visitors who made long journeys to attend our live events, including special guest sheliach Sefi Shalem and
his wife;
Members and visitors who donated and prepared food for our gatherings;
Jewish and non-Jewish volunteers for the l’dor vador ceremony and reception in White Hills on 21/03/2021 and to Mayor of
Bendigo Counsellor Jennifer Alden and other dignitaries for speeches;
Special thanks as always to our visiting rabbis: our consultant rabbi Cantor Michel Laloum, as well as Rabbi Jonathan
Keren-Black, who continues to be a focal point of our interfaith open-air service, and this year especially to Rabbi Gersh
Lazarow and Cantor Michel Laloum for leading the commemoration on March 21, 2021
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KSZ EVENTS
Covid caused the cancellation of some events, with others transferred to on-line formats. As usual though, KSZ continued its schedule
of six to eight events per year.
26/09/2020

Online Shabbat Shuvah service led Dr David Kram, incorporating elements of Shabbat, Rosh Hashanah and
Yom Kippur (especially Yom Kippur afternoon service). Nearly 20 musical video clips from Israel, USA and other
countries enriched the proceedings.

24/10/2020

By popular demand, reran the 26/09 afternoon program on-line - a precis of afternoon, Yizkor and Ne’ila services.

24/10/2020

AGM 2020-21.

13/12/2020

Open-air Chanukah gathering, Castlemaine.

28/02/2021

Purim gathering, Castlemaine.

14/03/2021

Communal model Seder, Castlemaine.

21/03/2021

Major event: Unveiling memorial “l’dor vador”, (to those in unmarked graves in historic Jewish section), White Hills
Cemetery, Bendigo. Organised by The Hon. Howard Nathan and KSZ Committee, funded by Progressive Judaism
Cultural Fund, service led by Rabbi Gersh Lazarow and Cantor Michel Laloum. Dignitaries present.

On 16/05/21

Online Shavuot discussion forum, led by Jerome Winston, looking at Rabbi Keren-Black’s Principles of Progressive
Judaism as published in Leo Baeck Centre’s “Profile” bulletin.

On 22/05/21

Annual interfaith service at Malmsbury Botanical Gardens, led by Rabbi Jonathan Keren-Black.
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Temple David – Perth, Western Australia
Jane Figgis, President

It has been an eventful year for the Temple David congregation, but not because of Covid and lockdowns.
Western Australia has basically been a Covid-free bubble; we continue to meet together with only the most minimal restrictions:
a requirement to sign in and keep a contact register.
In June we farewelled Rabbi Adi Cohen, Gila and the boys as they made ready to move to Temple Shalom Gold Coast. Their seven
years at Temple David were good years for us, and for them. They have left an enduring legacy: for example, the now well-established
and appreciated practice of inviting someone observing a Yahrzeit to share their memories of the person; and the very successful
family-centered Doven and Dine as the first Kabbalat Shabbat service each month. Their leadership and congenial company will be
missed. It was for financial reasons that we were unable to offer Rabbi Adi a new full-time contract.
With the encouragement of Rabbi Adi, the lay service leadership group was enlarged, and invigorated by the addition of the
“graduates” of the Shaliach Tzibbur course Rabbi Fred Morgan led for us (via Zoom). The group has grown in skill and confidence.
They conducted the High Holy Days services with depth and spirit; services which would have been excellent by any standard, but
even more so given the short notice provided to the lay leaders when we finally realised Rabbi Esther Jilovsky was not going to get a
G2G clearance to come to Perth from Melbourne. Rabbi Esther did manage to contribute meaningful sermons and teaching via Zoom
for our HHD.
Then a most unexpected development in terms of Board planning: Temple David was given the opportunity to employ
Rabbi Kim Ettlinger part-time for three years, due to a generous gift from a long-standing Temple David member, which made it
financially feasible for us to fund the remaining portion of her salary. Rabbi Kim spent a fortnight with us in July. The response to her
was immediate and exceedingly positive. Her rabbinate will start 1 January. All look forward to welcoming her and young Noa at that
time (WA police willing), although we do acknowledge that she will be very much missed at Temple Beth Israel.
Another positive step as Temple David moves forward – this one not unexpected, but the result of three years of persistent effort by a
handful of Board members – is that we have found a long-term tenant for the “undercroft” of the sanctuary building, the area where the
Temple David Religion School meets (and will be able to continue to meet). The tenant is an out-of-school-hours care provider which
meshes well with our needs and with local zoning and, as our astute Hon Secretary pointed out, is equivalent to 36 new memberships.
The renovations required by the tenant have energised a building program that was already underway. This past year, four of our
members with expertise and experience in the upkeep and renovation of buildings have stepped up to apply their skill to addressing
long-standing and complex maintenance issues. We have a National Trust Heritage Appeal that has gradually accumulated sufficient
funds – with some generous recent donations – to make the program realistic. I should actually say: those funds and the willingness of
these four and others to do a lot of the work themselves has made the difference.
To top it off, there will be our inaugural Let’s Celebrate! Festival of Jewish Music, Art and Food on Sunday 7 November 2021.
This exciting day will be open for free to our neighbours and the wider Jewish community, thanks to a dedicated festival planning team,
and the sponsorship of Lotterywest and the City of Stirling. Visitors will hear a succession of amazing musicians playing on the front
lawn; there will an exhibition of the Perth work of renowned artist, Louis Kahan, a Let’s Celebrate café; displays about the early history
of Temple David; and there will be special activities for children.
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Those have been the major developments in our “eventful year”. I think you can see how our members themselves have made it all
possible – continuing the tradition of members initiating and leading the range of activities that create the vibrancy of today’s Temple
David. To name a few: the weekly religion school which goes from strength to strength; Introduction to Judaism classes; three (!)
advanced adult study groups; a Yiddish Club; a Mahjong Club; monthly Shmooz lunches for the elders; a TDSec security team, a
gardening team, catering team, and more.
It is interesting to reflect that in our 2019 UPJ Report we were still considering the sale of our premises to shore up our finances. Two
years later, while much remains to be done, we are navigating a time of transition extremely well, and look to a future for Temple David
we can be confident of.
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Beth Shalom – Auckland, New Zealand
Olga Bernstein, President
Like many other synagogues, Covid has presented a great challenge to Beth Shalom, particularly in the last
few months. We were fortunate to be able to mostly hold gatherings in person for the first half of this year
before moving to Zoom only services. While we miss singing together as a congregation and the interactions
that come from in-person gatherings, we have also had some very special experiences that could only have
been possible using Zoom. A highlight of our year were our High Holy Days services, led by the wonderful
Rabbi Dean Shapiro based in New Plymouth, along with some of our community volunteers. Attendees from
around New Zealand found these services very meaningful. Zoom has enabled people across New Zealand
and even around the world to participate in our services. As we plan to safely return to hosting gatherings
and services onsite, we will also look at how we can continue to incorporate the participation of people who
connect virtually.
At our AGM, we approved the creation of a new membership category for young people between 16-24,
and are beginning to populate this group. This is an important step for Beth Shalom, as we often lose contact with people in this age
range. Alongside other initiatives to provide services and events specific to a younger
age group, we hope that the creation of this membership group will bring more young people to Beth Shalom and
enrich our community overall.
Work continues on our two major future-focused initiatives: the Vision Project, and discussion of the creation of a Jewish Community
Centre with AHC. The Vision Project, which aims to set out a vision and pathway for our long-term development as a Progressive
Jewish community, is at the exciting stage of interviewing a wide range of people. Beth Shalom and AHC have consulted members of
both communities about their desires and needs regarding a Jewish Community Centre and we hope to develop a place where all
Jews feel comfortable and welcome.
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Dunedin Jewish Congregation – Dunedin, New Zealand
Lynnette Taylor, President
The COVID-19 pandemic continues to determine events in New Zealand and despite having fewer lockdowns in 2021 their
unpredictable occurrence has created uncertainty when planning events. Our traditional Hannukah party in Nov. 2020 went ahead and
we managed to hold a Purim celebration between lockdowns in February this year.
In March Rabbi Fred Morgan, our UPJ Consulting Rabbi held a series of 3 lectures (via ZOOM) designed to further Jewish education.
The topics for the sessions were God, Torah and Israel in Jewish life. Rabbi Fred later held a series of four Shaliach Tzibur masterclasses for those wishing to broaden their skills in leading Jewish worship. Both series of classes were organised by Temple Sinai and
were well attended by many members of the Jewish community throughout New Zealand.
In March of this year under the auspices of the Dunedin Public Library and the Centre for Global Migrations, Kris Clancy of the
Holocaust Centre of New Zealand gave a talk entitled “Jewish Migration to New Zealand: Aotearoa a Safe Haven,” which spoke of the
impact of Jews on New Zealand and New Zealand’s response to Jewish immigration at their most important time of need: the
Holocaust. The second lecture in August, held at the University, was given by Kris Clancy and Chris Harris both of the HCNZ. This
lecture asked “Where did War Criminals Go.” After World War 2 new international laws were established to prevent future genocides
but many war criminals, from Nazis to modern day, have evaded prosecution. The talk examined the challenges in bringing
perpetrators to justice, and the role New Zealand has played in this.
Our High Holy Day preparations fell victim to COVID. We looked forward to a visit by Rabbi Fred Morgan who was to attend a Beit Din
at Auckland and to conduct the High Holy Days services at Temple Sinai in September. He would also visit Nelson, Christchurch and
Dunedin between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur. However Covid intervened. Victoria, Australia went into complete lockdown and
the Rabbi was unable to travel. New Zealand went into lockdown in August putting our own plans into disarray. The Rosh Hashanah
celebration we were planning was postponed and Yom Kippur services cancelled. However both Temple Sinai and Beth Shalom had
quickly rearrange their HHD schedules and graciously invited our members to attend their ZOOM services.
In August the synagogue donated fifteen very old books to Toitu, Otago Settler’s Museum. These were mainly prayer books that had
belonged to past members of the congregation. Most were published in the nineteenth-century, in the German language and were in
poor states of repair. The Museum will repair and preserve these books and hold them in their archive for research purposes.
This year was the Jewish Community’s turn to host the Dunedin Abrahamic Interfaith Group’s 8th Annual Open Peace Event. A
lecture entitled Pursuing Peace: “Be Kind” was given by David Zwartz, former President of the New Zealand Jewish Council and
current Chair of the Wellington Jewish Council. The talk was followed by a discussion with a panel represented by each of the Muslim,
Jewish and Christian faiths, and concluded with questions from the audience.
Security remains a concern. The security upgrade to all synagogues throughout the motu has taken some time since its inception in
2019 with work proceeding sporadically and finally finishing in September 2021. The upgrades to the Dunedin Synagogue include a
new security fence, new alarm and video systems, new exits and locks, and shatter-proof coatings on all windows. We have also
strengthened our relationship with the community policing unit of the New Zealand Police which continues to liaise with us from time to
time.
We look forward to a fresh new year, free of COVID-19, with more opportunities to bring our community together in 2022.
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Temple Sinai – Wellington, New Zealand
Jeremy Smith, Board Chair
It is my privilege to present the 62nd Annual Report for Temple Sinai for the period 1 April 2020 to 31 March
2021. In last year’s annual report, Matthew Smith wrote about dealing with the aftermath of the Christchurch
terror attack and the country going into lockdown, shaking our sense of the world in which we live. COVID
has changed our world.
It’s changed the way we work, live, travel and how we think about our lives and the world we live in. The way our Prime Minister
managed the aftermath of Christchurch shootings and outreach from the Jewish and Christian communities has continued to forge
stronger relationships between our Temple community and other faith communities. There is an opportunity for these bonds and
connections to grow. It was heart-warming to have members of the Muslim community attending the Yom HaShoah commemoration at
the Wellington Jewish Community Centre. The COVID pandemic has shaken New Zealand and the world and will continue to do so for
years to come. It is interesting to see how people have reacted to the challenges COVID has had on our lives. With time in lockdown to
reflect there was the hope that countries, communities, and families could build on common values, interests, and beliefs. I am not
convinced this happened, and people appear to be as polarised, if not more so, as before. I remain a believer that the pandemic can
be a catalyst for open dialogue and positive change.
As I am writing my report the ceasefire in Israel and Gaza is holding, which is good news. Along with most people, I hope there is a
platform for negotiation for lasting peace based on a two-state solution. I have been concerned with the media and social media that
attempt to simplify a complex situation into right and wrong, ignoring history and basic facts. It does concern me that Hamas, a terrorist
organisation, is being portrayed as the hero and Israel, the only democracy in the Middle East, as the demon. We all have the right to
criticise Netanyahu and his government; we all support peace; and the congregation supports Israel’s right to exist and safeguard all its
people.
At the start of the year the Board spent time working on a longer-term strategic direction for our Congregation. If we want to exist and
be relevant in 50 years’ time we need to plan for that future. It is clear our members are drawn to our community for various reasons –
spiritual, social, educational and charitable. We need to seek ways to forge a common bond of commitment to Jewish heritage,
tradition and people even as we affirm the freedom to express these shared values in creative and individual and unique ways – to be
the environment where members and visitors can connect with and develop their Jewish identity and promote a culture of involvement
and engagement. In short, our goal is ‘Honouring Tradition, Celebrating Diversity, Fostering a strong Jewish Identity and Building a
Jewish Future’. Our key plans are to:
•
•
•

Invest in the congregation and infrastructure (employ a Rabbi, work with partners in supporting our youth and young adults,
complete the building and security projects);
Increase member Engagement / participation / commitment using Relational Judaism as the approach;
Understand the individual drivers to a Jewish Identity and use these to grow relationships and possible membership (our
younger members are our future).

The Board is made up of committed, hard-working volunteers, but we can’t implement the strategy alone. We need the support of you,
our members, to do what you can to support these plans.
While the year has had its challenges, we have had many highlights: the Ritual and service leaders doing an amazing job, more adult
education courses, service leader training, a successful community Seder, a great fundraising quiz night, good support from Rabbi
Fred Morgan, the restart of Beit Midrash, the Tot Shabbat group going from strength to strength, new members joining the
congregation, successful relational Judaism training, development of a new web site and a positive financial outcome for the year.
I have committed to leading the Board again. As noted before, my phone is always on if you have suggestions or wish to share your
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views. The Board always welcomes suggestions and we are open to people who want to help implement their ideas and
recommendations.
I want to end with a few well-deserved messages of thanks. First, I want to thank all our incredible volunteers for everything they do
every week, without whom we wouldn’t have a functioning community. Secondly, I want to thank our Administrator, Kathy Kerry, who
has been a lynchpin in our communications and has continued to support the Board and congregation. Next, I want to thank our Board
members, who often have a challenging and demanding task with the reward being the satisfaction of doing the job to the best of their
ability. A big thank you to Alex for supporting me throughout the year. Most importantly I want to thank you, our members, for your
ongoing contributions, support and participation, without which we would not have this wonderful community. The following report
highlights some of the many activities over the past year. The contents of this report have been based on contributions from Board
portfolio holders and non-Board members responsible for the various committees.
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Kehilat Beijing – Beijing, China
Scott Kronick, President, Roberta Lipson, Chairperson

Kehilat Beijing has been serving the liberal Jewish Community of North China since the 1980’s. Although there was a large
turnover of the expat community in 2020 when many were caught outside of China at the beginning of the COVID outbreak,
we have seen quite a resurgence in our numbers ever since. The Capital Club of Beijing which has been the home to our
Shabbat activities since the early 1990’s closed to public events starting in February of 2020. By the end of March, it became
possible to have small gatherings at home and so Roberta Lipson and Ted Plafker began having services and Shabbat meal
in their home for the few of us who were in town and those that started returning. Since then, our Friday nights have grown
consistently have over 30 attendees. In addition to the spiritual celebration, the cuisine varies each week themed to coincide
with the most current ethnic or national celebration from countries around the world. Some long-term residents of Beijing who
were previously unaffiliated have become stalwart members of our community, finding that tradition and community are more
important than ever in these troubled times. During 2021 our pre-bar mitzvah population also blossomed, and we have been
holding weekly Hebrew School lessons for the kids, sometimes in person an sometimes on line.
This Passover more than 60 people attended our community seder at which we were blessed to use for the first time our own
Beijing Haggadah, which was creatively designed by the famous artist Leon Fenster.
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United Jewish Congregation of Hong Kong
Robin Roschke, President
The United Jewish Congregation of Hong Kong (UJC) had another successful year in 2020. The UJC Sanctuary and other parts of the
Jewish Community Centre (JCC) were the main venue for Shabbat services, holiday services, festival celebrations, educational
programs including Shorashim. Shorashim, the congregation’s religious school, began its nineteenth year. Many lifecycle and other
celebrations were held, including B’nai Mitzvah, Brit Milah, conversions and naming ceremonies.
LEADERSHIP
Rabbi Stanton Zamek, Education and Programming Director Rabbi Martha Bergadine, and Cantorial Soloist Ayal Ben Or provided
spiritual leadership and developed and expanded programs for the congregation and the greater Hong Kong community.
An Annual General Meeting (AGM) on 30 June, elected the following UJC members to the Executive Committee: Priscilla Adams,
Charles Allard, Cheryl Blanco, Bob Cooper, Victor Elias, Sergio Fernandes de Lima, Rachel Fleishman, Andrew Gordon, Thomas
Kaplan, Joshua Lavin, Aaron Liebling, Robin Roschke, Alan Schiffman, Elyse Silverberg, and Barbara Thomas. Robert Green, as
Founding Chairman, Robert Meyer, Mark Michelson, Charles Monat retained their roles as Honorary Members of the Executive
Committee. The Executive Committee chose the following officers: Rachel Fleishman (president), Alan Schiffman (vice president),
Andrew Gordon (treasurer) and Robin Roschke (secretary).
Nancy Lui, Executive Administrator, Charlene Hsia, Assistant Administrator continued to make outstanding contributions to the
operations and spirit of the UJC.
MEMBERSHIP
Membership figures (in units) as of 31 December 2020, were as follows:
Type

Number

Family

93

Individual

29

Individual “Under 35”
Non-Resident

5
18

Associate

4

Life

3

Total Members

152

267 adults; 115 children

The majority of members have come from Progressive, Reform, or Liberal congregations in North America and Commonwealth
countries, and many have also been affiliated with Conservative synagogues. The UJC has broad international representation,
including members from Australia, Brazil, Britain, Cambodia, Canada, China, France, Israel, Japan, New Zealand, South Africa, South
Korea, Spain, Switzerland, Thailand and the United States. A number of UJC members are originally from Hong Kong.
We estimate about 32% of our membership has been with The UJC <3 years, 22% has been with us 3-7 years, 9% has been with us
7-10 years and 37% over 10 years.
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SHABBAT AND HOLIDAYS
The UJC holds weekly Friday night Shabbat services in its permanent Sanctuary in the auditorium of the Jewish Community Centre
and via Zoom. On Saturday mornings, Torah Study sessions are held in the Rabbi’s apartment in Robinson Place and via Zoom.
The following is a summary of the Shabbat programs offered during the year: Shabbat Evening Service. Every Friday, 7:00pm in The
UJC Sanctuary -- followed by Shabbat dinner at the JCC (unless pre-empted by the COVID-19 pandemic). When the Rabbi and
Cantor are away, lay leaders conduct services.
Torah Study: Parashat HaShavua, Rabbi's Residence, One Robinson Place, Every Saturday, 9:30am-11:00am. Study of the Torah
portion of the week, drawing on both traditional and contemporary sources. A light breakfast is normally served (unless pre-empted by
the COVID-19 pandemic).
Holidays and Festivals: The UJC again organized an active and diversified schedule of holiday and festival events during the past
year. Rabbi Stanton Zamek, Rabbi Martha Bergadine, Cantorial Soloist Ayal Ben Or, Nancy Lui, Charlene Hsia and numerous UJC
volunteers took the lead in planning, coordinating and conducting these celebrations.
Holiday celebrations during the calendar year 2020 included: Tu B’Shevat Seder, Passover Seder Boot Camp, Seder, Passover Day 8
Morning Service & Yizkor, Special Shabbat Service honouring Graduating Seniors and UJC NETTs, Count the Omer, UPJ RegionWide Tikkun Leil Shavuot, Shavuot Day 2 Morning Service & Yizkor, Tisha B’Av Service of Healing and Comfort, Selichot Program and
Service, High Holy Days led by Rabbi Stanton Zamek and Cantorial Soloist Ayal Ben Or, Community Simchat Torah Celebration was
held in The UJC Sanctuary and via Zoom, Shorashim Simchat Torah Celebration, featuring The UJC Klezmer Allstars, UJC Pride
Shabbat with the HK Gay Men’s Chorus, Chanukah 8 Great Nights with The UJC via Zoom, “Shabbanukkah” Service in The UJC
Sanctuary led by Rabbi Stanton Zamek with a special virtual visit from Jewish bluegrass band Nefesh Mountain.
EDUCATION
•
•
•

Havdalah Pajama Party: A monthly program for “older” 2’s, 3, and 4-year olds and their parents. Participating children learn
about Shabbat and holidays through songs, games, crafts and stories in The UJC Sanctuary and via Zoom.
Pop-Up Shabbat: For kids age 3+, via Zoom. Children get ready for Shabbat with Arts and Crafts, stories, Hebrew through
Movement, and games.
Shorashim, under the leadership of the Education and Programming Director, continues to provide quality liberal religious and
Hebrew language education to primary and middle school age children and their families. The school is inclusive and
egalitarian, reflecting the values of Progressive Judaism and the diversity of the Jewish Community in Hong Kong.
Shorashim is for children in pre-kindergarten to grade 8 and covers history and social studies, holidays and ceremonies,
Hebrew and prayer, ethics, values and Torah. High school students continue to be involved with learning and also to serve
as madrikhim ("guides" or teachers' aides) for the lower grades. Education is the cornerstone of The UJC, and the quality of
Shorashim emphasizes that commitment. On average, 28 students were enrolled during the year and 13 teens served as
madrikhim.

Adult Education: Introduction to Judaism, “One Congregation, One Book” Project – “Antisemitism: Here and Now”, “Judaism’s Ten
Best Ideas”, & “Judaism for the World: Reflections on God, Life, and Love”.
VISITING RABBIS, SCHOLARS AND LUMINARIES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dr. Joel Hoffman – 17th – 19th January 2020
Dr. Sarah Borwein – 21st February 2020 & 25th December 2020
Professor Simon Young – 17th July 2020
Dr. Arthur Green – 25th October 2020
Barrister Geoffrey Yeung – 6th November 2020
Professor Alan Cooper – 4th & 5th December 2020
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TIKKUN OLAM
•

•

UJC NETT Service Learning Project: The UJC NETT (Native English Teen Tutor) Service Learning project completed its ninth
year. Fifteen UJC teens planned to participate and travel to Tin Shui Wai approximately once a month to serve as English
tutors for English High-Achieving students at the HLC School. Unfortunately, since schools were closed due to the COVID-19
pandemic, we were only able to hold two sessions in November 2020. Our partners at HLC remain enthusiastic about the
program and it will continue in 2021.
UJC Make a Miracle Mitzvah Day: Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we were unable to gather for UJC Mitzvah Day. Instead
we ran three supply drives for our Mitzvah Day partners: 1) coffee, underwear, and socks for ImpactHK; 2) edible “goodies”
for China Coast Community; and toys for the Boys’ & Girls” Club. UJC members were extremely generous and our Mitzvah
Day partners appreciated our donations.

SOCIAL ACTIVTIES
•
•
•
•

•

UJC Zoom Cafe, UJC Zoom Diner, and UJC Zoom Cocktail Lounge: A weekly opportunity to schmooze with Rabbi Zamek.
The Bookhers: The UJC’s Book Group meeting on a monthly basis via Zoom for anyone who likes to read and discuss Jewish
books – fiction, memoir, biography – the group to selects.
OOMF – The Overlords of Maniacal Fandom: OOMF is a UJC affinity group meeting on a monthly basis via Zoom for lovers
of nerd culture in all its myriad forms.
YoPro Several members of The UJC have taken leadership of a Young Professional (YoPro) Group for members aged 2540. Given the enthusiasm of the core of YoPro members, it seems likely this group will continue to thrive: Millennial quiz night
on 13 Jan 2020, Havdalah Happy Hour on 9 May 2020, Zoom Quiz night and Havdalah on 5 Sep 2020, Zoom happy hour
together on 12 Dec 2020
Youth Group provides an opportunity for UJC member children age 13+ to socialize together: A UJC Teen Trivia Night was
held via Zoom on 2 May 2020.

LIFE CYCLE EVENTS
During 2020, UJC members celebrated 2 B’nai Mitzvah, 2 Brit Milah; in addition, 4 children were born to UJC members during the
year.
FUNDING
The Congregation is partially funded by membership dues and fees for specific programs and events. UJC members and friends of
the congregation make general donations during the year, as well as donations to recognize special holidays and life cycle events. The
UJC is enormously grateful to the Ohel Leah Synagogue Charity for its generous subvention to our Congregation, including both a
substantial financial contribution and the use of the UJC office premises, the UJC Sanctuary and the apartment for the UJC Rabbi.

I would like to conclude by thanking all the professional staff, the office staff, my colleagues on ExCo and the many volunteers who
have contributed their time, talent and energy to making the Congregation such a vibrant, vital community during the past year.
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Jewish Religious Union (Rodef Shalom)
Activity report submitted by Noreen Elijah, Vice-President
14 Feb '21

The 5 books of Tehillim - Talk by Solicitor Jonathan Solomon (Zoom) Interesting talk.

28 Feb '21

Purim Party (zoom) .There was a lot of fun and prizes were given out (Zoom).

14 Mar '21

Essence of Judaism in Symbolism Talk by Micah Joseph (zoom) Thought Provoking Talk.

25 April '21

Progressive Judaism - A Study - by Johnny E Jhirad (zoom). Well researched Talk

16 May '21

Shavuot Celebration (zoom). There was a lot of fun and laughter. Quiz - Prizes. Everyone was happy.

19 May '21

Introduction to Jewish Texts by Elijah Jacob (zoom).

23 May '21

Zoom 101 - basics of how to attend and host virtual events by Asriel Jhirad. Very useful talk (zoom)

30 May '21

Virtual Prayer meeting by Solicitor Jonathan Solomon and Micah Joseph. Heart Touching.

13 June '21

How Imagination creates truth in our Bible - by Rabbi Stanley Davids (zoom) Wonderful Talk.

4 July '21

A doshem Rohi - The Lord is my Shepherd - by Rabbi Romiel Daniel (zoom) Everyone's favourite Psalm 23.
Explained beautifully.

13 Aug '21

Introduction to Kabbalah Shamir Galsurkar (zoom). The Topic was new to some people therefore interesting.

29 Aug '21

Selichot Prayer by Rivca Elias Enjoyes the beautiful singing (zoom).

5 Sept '21

Florence Hyeems sang the Selichot Prayers beautifully. (zoom).

6/7 Sept ‘21

Rosh Hashana Service. Recordings sent on Whatsapp. Well done.

12 Sept '21

Selichot Prayer read by Nina Jacob and Rebecca Ramrajkar on zoom.

15/16 Sept ‘21

Yom Kippur Services

15/16 Sept ‘21

(Recordings sent over Whatsapp). The High Holy Days ended with a peaceful feeling.

29 Sept '21

Simbat Torah Celebrations Recordings sent over Whatsapp. Enjoyable Evening.

We bring out a Newsletter twice or thrice a year, depending on our activities. We send the Newsletter virtually and to Seniors,
a printed copy.
We are preparing for the Chanukah Festival - The Festival of Lights - coming up.
HAPPY CHANUKAH to all our friends, Down Under!
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United Indonesian Jewish Community
Rabbi Benjamin Meijer Verbrugge
Epidemic situation, but still some room to work
The epidemic has caused some businesses to be frozen and forced them to wait for few more months for new business. Locked down
cities prevented us from holding physical gatherings for more than one year.
Looking at the worst situation caused by Covid, our Israeli religious friend who has participated in our Jakarta Shabbat gatherings three
times, suggested to add more virtual activities. Our Jewish community has conducted once-a-month virtual Shabbat services using
LINE Video Messenger since 2014, but our friend’s good suggestion led us to add an additional meeting in the middle of the month
during this epidemic period to fulfill the gaps of non-physical meetings.
We were very saddened to learn that the president of our Jakarta Jewish community, Mr Rudianto Chandradjaya (Ehud Binyamin Ben
Avraham) passed away after five days struggling with Covid in an ICU room. Though a PCR test showed a negative result, Covid had
already destroyed his organs. Rudi (or Ehud Binyamin) was one of the founders of the United Indonesian Jewish Community in 2010.
He was my first member and remained a loyal member since October 2010. Fulfilling his life’s work, Rudy dedicated a beautiful space
and facility on the third floor of his building for the Jakarta Jewish community shul. The shul was dedicated by UPJ rabbis in 2018,
together with the arrival of a beautiful Sefer Torah arranged by Rabbi David Kunin, donated by the Hadar Israel congregation in New
Castle, Pennsylvania, which was closing its doors. See the story and pics in Rabbi Kunin’s blog:
https://tokyorabbi.blogspot.com/2018/01/a-torah-sings-in-jakarta.html
Rudi believed in deeds being more significant than words, following the model of Avraham Avinu. He performed great mitzvot by
funding my 2013 trip to attend a WUPJ conference and funding trips for four other UIJC members, in addition to his family members.
On many occasions, he was the major sponsor for our community’s Jewish events, requesting that his donation not be publicised. We
pray that HaShem will elevate his soul and bless all of his children.
Baruch HaShem, for more than six weeks, lockdowns have finally ended. We started to meet one another physically, and our
communities in Lampung, Jakarta, Papua, Menado, Ambon celebrated Sukkot and Shabbatot together. It was a beautiful moment
when my wife and I could fly to Ambon to perform the first Jewish wedding in Ambon, Maluku (East Indonesia) on 27 September, and
to also celebrate Sukkot, Shemini Atzeret, Simchat Torah and Shabbat with members of Amboina and Beit Touroni, Seram island.
I plan to lead Shabbat services together with Chanukah in Jakarta in early December 2021, which will also be available for virtual
attendance by members in remote areas.
New students
We have 12 new students in Ambon, eight students in Jakarta, nine students in Timika Papua, one student in Magelang (Central
Java), one student in Malang (East Java) and one student in Bali; the students have been studying basic Judaism for more than 12-14
months, with the hope to convert to Judaism. We plan to bring UPJ rabbis to form an Indonesian Beit Din in June 2022.
Rabbi Shoshana Kaminsky and Rabbi David Kunin and Shelly Kunin will travel to the United Indonesian Jewish Community in
June/July 2022, to supervise the Jakarta, Ambon and Papua communities, B’ezrat HaShem.
We hope by the end of 2022, the numbers of our local Jewish community will reach 170-180 members. For new membership, we
implement tight controls; in total we declined about 30 applicants due to their affilation with Christian churches.
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Leadership training and Hebrew schools
The Indonesian Jewish community has grown and been bolstered by strong volunteer leadership. The voluntary leaders come from
their own communities and know their kehilot very well. These leaders want to be trained to lead services and life-cycle ceremonies
(except wedding and conversion), and are extremely helpful resources for our community.
The following three laymen were trained in 2017-19 and do very good jobs in leading communities in Menado, Ambon and Papua:
1.
2.
3.

Moshe L’muel Frans, the community leader of UIJC Amboina, Maluku;
Ariela Eleisheva Agustha Korwa, the community of Beit Ahavat Torah UIJC Timika and Jayapura Papua;
Avshalom Ratumbanua, the community leader of Beit Yisrael UIJC, Menado, North Sulawesi.

As the demand increases, we will start our next laymen training program for leaders of Jakarta, Ambon, Seram and Papua in
January 2022. I anticipate a minimum of 10-12 new trained local laymen in the coming year 2022-2023, some of them are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Femmy Nikijulum/Shmuel David, Chazzan of KehilaUIJC Amboina;
Freegard De Cock/Pincehas Yehuda Levy, kehila UIJC Amboina;
Tziva Batya, Chazzan of UIJC Jakarta;
Yokhanan Rumbiak, Beit Ahavat Torah UIJC Timika Papu;a
Jeff (Yehezkiel) Tomasoa, Beit Ahavat Torah UIJC Timika Papua;
Freddy Resley, Community Leader of Beit Touroni UIJC,, Masohi, Seram Island;
Rachel Lung Meir, Beit Tefillah UIJC Lampung.

Starting this month, we will allocate one virtual Shabbat shacharit service led by female cantors, and will have three female Torah
readers.
B’ezrat HaShem, we will launch our Hebrew school programs by the end of January 2022. We have developed our curriculum and
teaching materials, adapted from Behrman Publication books, with some adjustments based on local values and needs. All materials
are produced using our national language, Bahasa Indonesia.
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Kehilat Shanghai
Bruce Rosen, President
Greetings from Shanghai. Despite all of the difficulties currently being experienced globally, as a result of the
ongoing pandemic and logistics constraints, we are very happy to report that our community activities, like life in general in China, has
remained mostly normal. We have been blessed that since as far back as Passover 2020 we have been able to gather in person, with
few restrictions, and while still respecting the strict requirements of the government policies to combat COVID-19.
Our community remains more-or-less as it was pre the pandemic, with only a few families and individuals either leaving and/or unable
to renew their memberships. Additionally, and since last August, several volunteers have stepped up to reinforce our Kehilat Shanghai
Executive Committee to ensure that our community remains intact and so that regular events can be planned to bring our community
together on a very regular basis.
As a result, we have been able to host many in-person events during the past year, and notably in recent weeks and months, by
continuing our regular monthly Community Shabbats, Family Shabbats, Jewish Tacos & Trivia nights, and our weekly Tov! Education
program (now in it’s fourth year) combined with Adult Ed for the parents.
We have also added regular Re/Introduction to Judaism classes, hosted remotely by Rabbi Arthur Nemitoff from Kansas City (and from
wherever else he might be travelling), and we had our first Professional Breakfast Club gathering to mentor young professionals in our
community.
Luckily for us, the gatherings don’t stop there, as our local Shanghai BBYO chapter continues to meet regularly, albeit with a small
number of people (getting teens together is much like herding cats), and we are just coming back from our Kehilat Shanghai Retreat,
held just outside Shanghai and with 21 people in attendance.
Local gatherings have become very important to our community, and especially because so many of our members have not been able
to travel home for the holidays since 2020. Of course Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur are always a highlight for our community, and
this year was no exception. We were grateful to have had more than 110 people attend our High Holy Day celebrations this year, and
we had record attendance for several of the other holidays in recent months. What a mitzvah!
Speaking of Mitzvahs, in October, we held another B’nai Mitzvah for three of our newest young adults at the old Ohel Moshe
Synagogue (1927) and Shanghai Jewish Refugees Museum. Both were recently renovated and expanded thanks to a USD 90 million
investment. This is a very special place for our community, where we are able to gather as Jews to observe our rituals and religion.
Of course, and with Hanukkah coming up quickly, we will repeat our now annual “Shabbatukah” celebration, where we expect around
100 people to celebrate our Festival of Lights, plus we will add events to celebrate the “First and Last Light Nights” as well.
As part of our ability to provide for gatherings to further develop an inclusive Jewish life for all Jews living in, or visiting, Shanghai, we
were blessed with the ability to celebrate the 10th anniversary of Kehilat Shanghai this year. What started out as an idea amongst a tiny
group of Jews living in Shanghai, has flourished into a vibrant Jewish community. We are also grateful that many of those founding
persons remain active in our community today.
In the coming year, we plan to renew our focus on creating places, spaces and events for Jews living and around Shanghai. With any
luck (and changes to the current entry into China restrictions) we also hope to have a full-time Rabbi living in Shanghai sometime in
2022. Fingers crossed that Rabbi Arthur Nemitoff, and his lovely wife Leslie, will be able to join us.
We look forward to any and all international, national and regional cooperation opportunities, engagement with all communities, and to
the continued strengthening of our programming to allow more people to be part of Progressive Jewish life in Shanghai, and for all of
our members to feel part of something much bigger and meaningful as well.
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United Hebrew Congregation – Singapore
Cary Horenfeldt, President
Overview
We have completed another successful year at the UHC Singapore. Our community continues to thrive, and
we have managed to maintain regular programming despite being primarily digital, via Zoom.
Our membership numbers and volunteer support continue to be strong. Our regular weekly programming of
at minimum, a Kabbalat Shabbat service, Torah study and Thursday minyan continued without interruption.
All of which were initially supported by our Rabbis remotely and eventually, upon their arrival in Singapore, in person. The
Management Committee continues to meet monthly. The Gabbai committee, meets each week to finalise planning for Kabbalat
Shabbat, Festival and B’nei Mitzvah services. Other committees meet as necessary.
Our Rabbis, upon joining us on an interim basis, immediately began to focus on B’nei Mitzvah preparation, our Jewish by choice
(conversion) program, leading Torah study as well as remotely leading Shabbat and Festival services. The latter supported (well
beyond their remit) by our Gabbai committee.
Upon arriving in Singapore our Rabbis wasted no time in establishing themselves. They confirmed their work schedules and divided
their efforts. Rabbi Miriam has worked very closely with Jeremy Silverman and Audrey Katz to establish a new curriculum for our
Sunday School and is attending all Management Committee meetings. Rabbi Beni continues to evolve and enhance our B’nei Mitzvah
and ritual program. Both Rabbis have been meeting with our community members, are supporting all our pastoral needs and
programming requirements, and are planning for future enhancements. The Rabbis and I also meet regularly and have established a
collaborative partnership.
For my part, I am very proud of the efforts of all our leaders and lay leadership. Our volunteers are the beating heart of UHC
Singapore. They continually over-deliver and I will be forever thankful for this. Most especially during the COVID-19 period which
created so much uncertainty. Many thanks to the UHC Management Committee, the Sunday School co-chairs, the Gabbai and A/V
committees, the Shabbat and Festivals Committee, the Membership Committee, the Fundraising Committee, the Marketing and
Communications Committee, the Social Committee, the IT Committee, the Financial Oversight Committee, the Adult Education
Committee, the Tikkun Olam Committee, the Social Committee, the Governance Committee, the Safety Committee, and the Music
Committee for all that you do. I’d also like to thank Ros Arwas for her dedication in so reliably producing UHC’s wonderful monthly
newsletter, The Equal, and Tammar Stein for managing PJ Library.
I would also like to express my gratitude to the Rabbi Search Committee, the Consultative Committee, the contracting committee and
the group of volunteers that looked after the Rabbis initial arrival in Singapore. Each provided immense support in facilitating the hiring
and smooth transition of the rabbis to Singapore.
Lastly, I would like to offer a very special thanks to Alice Teo, who recently resigned from the UHC. Her leaving us will most definitely
impact the community in ways we haven’t yet realized, and her incredible willingness is something we will likely find difficult to replace.
She was a fantastic partner, and she will be missed.
Highlights and Thanks
There are several things that I would like to highlight from this past year.
The Gabbai and A/V Committees – The Gabbai committee has once again exceeded its mandate by coming together to support both
digital and in-person services. Led by Dina Coppel and Matt Shapiro, this team has been instrumental in the maintenance of our
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community and our programming. I must also acknowledge their foresight in separating ritual and technical requirements. Matt and
Adam Neale have taken on the completely unfamiliar task of managing our venue and Zoom audio and video requirements, which
have propelled our services and attracted a broad, global audience.
High Holiday Services – We were very fortunate to be able to hold in-person services this high-holiday season. I attended for all of
Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur, in-person and I cannot quite articulate how wonderful an experience it was. Seeing our Rabbis live,
a large contingent of the Gabbai team and nearly one hundred UHC worshippers made me very proud, and I think created a
memorable and spiritual High Holidays. Not to mention the wonderful Cantor Faith Steinsynder larger than life on the big screen and
fifty to eighty Zoom registrations. Huge thanks to Rabbi Beni and Rabbi Miriam, our Gabbai team, Cantor Steinsnyder, Karla Popper,
Fred Stein and to everyone in our community who attended and participated.
Pink Dot Shabbat – I try to participate in Pink Dot Shabbat every year as I believe this is a wonderful and overt way that we
demonstrate our commitment to diversity and inclusion. This year, I felt the service was particularly moving. The program included a
wonderful mix of applicable prayers added by Rabbi Miriam, fantastic participation and leadership from the organizing team of Simon
Blackman and Guillaume Levy-Lambert and a guest speaker from Oogachaga that truly highlighted what living in Singapore as
LGBQTIA means.
Our New Office – One of my personal goals was to find the UHC a new home. This started off possibly too ambitiously with a desire to
find space that would include more than just administration and smaller services. While a Shul was not to be, for now, we were
fortunate to find new offices in time for the arrival of Rabbi Miriam and Rabbi Beni. Additionally, we have wonderful new ritual items,
including a new permanent ark. Many thanks to Dina Coppel and Jeremy Silverman for their suggestions, viewing visits and
recommendations. When COVID-19 regulations permit, please do come for a visit.
Our Rabbis – Last but by no means least, as this will be my last AGM as UHC President, I would like to highlight our Rabbis. Both
have injected their own personalities and talents into much of our UHC life. It has been an absolute pleasure working with them and
watching them work. I believe we are so very fortunate that we found each other, and I know they will lead the UHC from strength to
strength.
Suggestions to Future Boards
As I have reached the end of my term as president, I would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge things that I wasn’t able to
attend to and make some suggestions based on my observations.
Committees – when we established the management committee for the past two years, board members took on various portfolios as
liaisons to subcommittees. This was done to avoid disconnects between committees and the board and to share the overall workload.
This was somewhat successful, but I would like to suggest that in future, board members should be established as committee chairs,
should ensure regular meetings of the committees, and should establish deputy chairs for continuity and succession.
Additionally, to ensure we do not lose any institutional knowledge, I will again recommend that each committee documents their
processes, what has worked and what has not, in an SOP that gets stored centrally.
Board and Board Members – our management committee worked very effectively over the past two years. This was due in no small
part to having a good mix of demographics. I would like to suggest that one demographic that was missing was youth. For some time I
have wanted to establish a youth program at the UHC, and I believe having a youth liaison at the board level, informing the board on
programming recommendations and participating in establishing a group of youth leaders, would forward this agenda.
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I would also separately like to offer a very special thanks to Jeremy Silverman. He has set the standard in roll-up-your-sleeves
leadership, taking on the task of revamping our accounting and payments processes, much of our record keeping and HR related
practices as well as taking on the co-chair of our Sunday School. He has been a tremendous partner and for this I am very grateful.
Youth – In line with my statement above, this is something that we were not able to tackle, beyond our Sunday School. I believe that
the future of any community is in ensuring that post B’nei Mitzvah feel a connection to their community. I recognise that this is no small
task and that there are so many other priorities and distractions for teens and young adults today. However, much like my belief that
youth board representation is important, I think youth-led programming must be a priority for all Jewish communities. I hope, that in
collaboration with our Rabbis, that a vibrant youth program can be established, youth-led and adult supervised.
Community – The COVID-19 period has tested and had us redefine, to some extent, our understanding of community. However, I
believe that a key strength of the UHC is how we interact when we are together, in-person. I hope that the community will continue to
strive to return to primarily in-person activities with less emphasis on Zoom. The kavanah, the spirit, the intention of the UHC, to me, is
in the comradery. This was so evident when we came together over the holidays and in-person for Sukkoth/Simchat Torah. I truly hope
that the UHC continues in this direction so that, when possible, we can return to the wonderful community meals and family like
celebrations that were our hallmark.
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Taiwan Jewish Community
Leon Fenster, Chazan
Taiwanjewishcommunity.org
In Taipei, our Shul’s activities are mostly back to normal after a brief period of COVID restrictions.
For a couple of months, we were only able to meet virtually and held regular tefila and learning sessions by Zoom.
Fortunately, in-person gatherings were reintroduced in time for the High Holidays.
Kabbalat Shabbat has been particularly well attended, especially now that we are once again holding a pot-luck community dinner
following the service. Some optional learning usually takes place towards the end of dinner.
The High Holidays were very successful. From Kol Nidre, to Neila, all in-person. Rosh Hashana daytime was mostly held outside
surrounded by grass and sunshine which added to our enjoyment of it.
Our first-night Pesach Seder was held in a large banquet hall, which we filled to capacity. The second-night seder was a more intimate
affair, allowing for deeper discussions.
After a hiatus, our small Sunday school is meeting once again, run by community members, currently with children from 3 up to 14.
For Sukkot, we had a community-built sukkah, decorated by the children, in and around which we held a couple of Shul meals.
We held a Megillah reading for Purim, followed by a party which drew about 180 participants and much enthusiasm.
Having recently outgrown our previous location, we now rent a larger space for the shul, although it is foreseeable that we might
outgrow that too in the near future, and so may need to look for a new location which is more spacious.
In the couple of months following the High Holidays, in-person gatherings were allowed, but only without food and with social
distancing. Our much-loved community meals were missed, but it forced us to get creative and in fact the period was conducive to
reflecting on what we could improve upon. The result was several improvements to our tefila, to how we use our space, and how we
ensure we are caring for each person in our synagogue.
However, we are pleased that Taiwan was able to deal with its small outbreak very swiftly, get back to almost zero cases, and so we
are fortunate that all remaining restrictions are in the process of being lifted.
We look forward to another vibrant year ahead for the shul.
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ARZA Australia
Helen Shardey OAM, President, UPJ Vice-President
The last two years over the Covid pandemic have been
challenging and difficult for all Jewish organisations. We have
all striven to ensure continued support and involvement in those organisations representing our core Progressive Jewish and Zionist
beliefs and values.
I thank our community for the way in which it has demonstrated its unfailing belief in the values of equality, pluralism and Tikun Olam.
For the support that has been shown to the Union for Progressive Judaism (UPJ) and the Australian Reform/Progressive Zionist
Association (ARZA). We only maintain our strength through this level of support and involvement.
As President of ARZA and Vice President of the UPJ it has been my pleasure to help bring our two organisations together in many
areas of policy and advocacy. It has been most rewarding to work with David Knoll, Brian Samuel and the UPJ board as well as the
ARZA board where each person plays an important role. The success of our organisations has been enhanced by the strong
relationship we have with the leadership of the Progressive Jewish youth group Netzer and the Netzer Shaliach Sefi Shalam as well
as, and so importantly our congregations.
ARZA Australia was most successful last year in reaching its 2020 goals and building its membership to ensure the maintenance of the
mandates it held for the World Zionist Congress. Unfortunately, the congress had to be held virtually. The Reform/Progressive
movement in other parts of the world was not as successful in maintaining its mandates. This had a detrimental effect on positions the
Progressive/Reform/Conservative Coalition was able to achieve in the World Zionist Organisations and institutions.
ARZA Australia has maintained a strong relationship with the world body ARZENU and its president Rabbi Lea Muhlstein through
online board meetings and communications. We thank her and the ARZENU CEO Dekel Houmash.
During the year 2020-21 ARZA put a moratorium on the payment of ARZA membership fees in recognition of the financial burden of
Covid and the need for ARZA to maintain its membership for the World Zionist Congress. This year from the end of June 2021 ARZA
has re-introduced membership fees in consultation with Australian Progressive congregations. We look forward to our balance sheet
being reflective of this come 2022.
The frequent level of communication to the Progressive movement has continued throughout the last two years with articles in relation
to Israel and Progressive Judaism on a near weekly basis being sent to congregations through the UPJ News and Drash, emailed to
the more than two and a half thousand ARZA members and posted on the ARZA Australia website and Facebook page.
The topics for communication have been many and varied. They include: the new Coalition Government in Israel and some of its
achievements, issues of gender segregation in Israel, reform to Kashrut, the future of civil marriage in Israel, the phenomenon of Sinat
Chinam – baseless hatred, the election of Rabbi Gilad Kariv to the Knesset, the work of IRAC in the Israeli High Court, the Israeli
budget, the adoption by the Australian government of the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism and many other interesting topics.
In closing I would like to bring attention to two projects ARZA Australia is looking to promote. The first is the participation of the
Progressive Movement in the Israel Taglit Birthright program providing a ten-day educational tour of Israel for those18 to 26 years of
age. This program has been financially supported by Gandel Philanthropy, offering the program free of charge to participants. ARZA
and the Progressive movement would have to be accepted as local organisers and find funding for that activity. The program had to be
postponed because of Covid, but hopes to resume in 2022.
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The second program ARZA Australia is seeking to promote, is the twinning of Australian Synagogues with Israeli synagogues and the
introduction of programs to better educate Australians about Israeli life. For example, the Beit Haam program which runs successfully
in Canada.
Finally, I thank the ARZA Australia board: Sue Silberberg, Steve Denenberg, Tony Leverton, Alex Knopoff, Cassandra Barrett, Lior
Kalisse, Rabbinic Adviser Rabbi Fred Morgan and Ex Officio members Sefi Shalam, Noa Abrahams, Michael Sacks and David Knoll. I
also thank the UPJ board and the Assembly of Cantors and Rabbis for their ongoing support, advice and encouragement.
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Board of Progressive Jewish Education – Sydney, NSW
Patricia Lindenboim, President
The Board of Progressive Jewish Education (BPJE) continues to deliver outstanding pluralistic and progressive Jewish educational
programs across NSW and the ACT.
We are proud of the excellent offerings in pluralistic and progressive Jewish education that we provide to almost 500 students who
attend our five campuses. Our campuses are located in Canberra (at the ACTJC), Woollahra (at Emanuel Synagogue), Chatswood (at
North Shore Temple Emanuel’s Meah School), Sydney’s Inner West through Inner West Shiurim and through Jewish educational
programs through Netzer. We are thrilled to share that we have been communicating with remote Jewish communities across NSW,
hoping to incorporate these emerging Jewish communities into our wonderful educational programs in the near future.
As the demographic and socio-economic needs of the NSW and ACT Jewish communities shift, BPJE pro-actively anticipates and
responds to these needs. We pride ourselves on fulfilling our mandate under the Executive Council of Australian Jewry’s Council of
Jewish Education’s Governance Guidelines to ‘instruct Jewish children in the Jewish religion’. We go above and beyond to ensure that
we meet our communities - and our students - where they are, by providing tailored and targeted programs that our outstanding
teachers adapt and mould to meet our students’ and communities’ needs.
We are very proud that our students come from approximately 130 schools (public and private, primary and secondary). This allows
each BPJE Campus to facilitate rich, meaningful interactions based on the diverse experiences and backgrounds of each of our
students and families. We are the only Jewish educational provider in NSW and the ACT that can boast to bring such a rich tapestry of
Jewish students and families together for such meaningful Jewish educational experiences. Our students and families embody the
pluralism and the progressive values that we represent. Our Campuses provide wonderful Jewish social experiences to children who
may otherwise may have no Jewish social group.
We are exceedingly proud that our 2020 BPJE Parent Attitude Survey demonstrated that 89% of our parent body are highly satisfied
with our educational offering; while 91% of our parent body agrees that the values taught at BPJE align with their families’ values.
When congruence of Jewish learning inside and outside the home occurs, educational outcomes are reinforced and exceeded.
We continue to be approached by other Jewish educational organisations seeking support for their programs and planned educational
outcomes in areas beyond the well-established and integrated parts of the Jewish community.
We thank our extraordinary teachers for sharing their knowledge, dedication, insights and wisdom with our students who are fortunate
to share in our broad wealth of Jewish educational experiences and knowledge. Our campuses did not miss a step in 2021;
transitioning smoothly to interactive online learning when the lockdown occurred; transitioning back to face to face learning when the
lockdown ended.
In 2021, we welcomed Jemma Lopis as our Head of Jewish Studies. Jemma brings with her a wide variety of Jewish educational
qualifications and experiences across Primary and Secondary levels.
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Emanuel School – Randwick, NSW
Andrew Watt, Principal
More than just a school
Emanuel School is the only pluralist and egalitarian K-12 Jewish School in NSW.
Emanuel is unique in being small enough to provide student-centred, quality education in a Jewish community environment. At the
same time, it is big enough to offer a diverse range of subjects and extra-curricular activities.
We teach our students how to think, not what to think
From an early age, students are encouraged to be critical and curious thinkers, who love learning, have a strong sense of community,
a love for Israel and are proud of their Jewish heritage.
Emanuel students graduate with a strong sense of their Jewish identity and commitment to community. They embrace diversity and
see themselves as both Jewish and global citizens, with a deep sense of inclusivity and belonging.
Embracing change
This year has been most challenging due to the far-reaching effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. We are most grateful that the school
year began with on-campus learning, allowing us to pack in a number of opportunities for our students before lock down began.
Our much-anticipated Athletics and Swimming Carnivals led to many new sporting records while our High School production of the
musical, Grease, was a highlight that was sadly cut short by the second COVID wave.
Our students and staff once again adapted to home learning. Whilst not ideal, our students’ foundational experience of online
education in 2020 meant that the transition was less onerous than previously experienced. I am exceptionally proud of and grateful to
our staff who managed to pivot so quickly and with minimal fuss. Online learning required teachers to adapt to a new way of thinking
and delivering lessons and students to discover a new-found ability to work effectively through unsettling change and great uncertainty.
We are now back on campus, albeit in a far more regulated form. With compulsory vaccination and masks for our staff, and High
School students mandated to wear masks during lessons, we are once again having to adapt to a new reality.
Creating our Bright Future
Despite the uncertainty created by the pandemic, in 2020 Emanuel School was granted a Capital Appeal by JCA to redevelop one of
its older buildings into a purpose-built, three-story 21st century learning centre. With an increased demand for contemporary pluralist
education, enrolments are at an all-time high. Over the past decade, Emanuel has expanded and enhanced the campus to help
accommodate 170 additional students, leaving the School bursting at the seams. Planning and execution of the Creating our Bright
Future fundraising campaign were well-underway when lockdown forced the School to drastically reconsider and reshape its plans.
Whilst this was challenging, at the time of writing we are over two thirds of the way to achieving our target of $10 million. The
generosity of the Emanuel and extended communities has confirmed their immense support for the School, its leadership and values.
A new future
Whilst COVID-19 restrictions have put a halt to many day-to-day activities, we have commenced the development of the 2022-2024
Strategic Plan. The benefit of hindsight has provided a unique opportunity to create a plan that is relevant to the current state of the
world but also sufficiently forward focussed to a time when we will live side-by-side with the pandemic and its far-reaching effects.
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Netzer Australia Progressive Zionist Youth Movement
Michael Sacks, Federal Mazkir (Chairperson)
Overall, Netzer has made the most out of 2021, providing as much engagement for chanichim
(participants) as we could, and keeping our bogrim (leaders) connected. Faced with the
challenges of extended lockdowns, uncertainty about the future, only being able to hold limited
camps and peulot - the most fulfilling part of being a leader for many - the Netzer leadership team
were resilient and flexible. I cannot sufficiently commend the extraordinary level of commitment of
all of the leaders, the large number of leaders who went over and above for their movement, and all who were involved in developing
some of the most robust and successful plans and events Netzer has ever seen.
The exceedingly high standard to which we have learned to plan this year marks a distinct turning point in Netzer’s operations, one I
believe is a welcome change that will serve to cement Netzer’s position as a strong, capable, and organised youth movement. This
year I have seen Netzer volunteers conduct themselves with a pre-eminent degree of professionalism, an inspiring sense of passion,
and, at times, even with grit and determination.
I am thoroughly indebted to this year’s Hanhaga - Noa Abrahama (Melbourne Mazkira), Dani Sacks (Sydney Mazkira), Ben Krieser
(Treasurer), Jess Sand (Head of Education), Jemma Sage (Shnat Co-ordinator), and Tommy Rosham (Head of PR) for the hard work.
It’s an honour to introduce Noa Abrahams as the incoming Federal Mazkira 2022. She’s currently the Melbourne Mazkira, and I am
certain she’ll keep moving Netzer forward next year.
Events
Camps:
Netzer ran its first ever day camps this summer, to resounding success, with over 200 chanichimot (participants) split across 4
separate camps (VIC Senior/Junior, NSW Senior/Junior). We are eternally grateful for the support of our community for supporting us
running these camps, and particularly Emanuel Synagogue and King David School, where the camps were primarily held. We also
welcomed more than 25 new participants over the season. Miraculously, Winter Camp was able to run in Melbourne, with 125
participants - one of our largest ever camps. With a fully vaccinated Bogrim Body, we are looking forward to a full and successful
summer 2022. It will have been two years since an in person federal event, and we all can’t wait.
Other:
Whether in person or online, Netzer did not stop running events and activities for our chanichim. This year we were able to use what
we learned last year to ensure that everything we ran was successful. For example, we ran a federal online Hadracha seminar. From
the 26th-29th of September, chanichimot from years 10-11 were immersed in various activities in the pursuit of taking their first steps in
their Netzer Hadracha journey. While learning about program structures, tips and tricks with expert educators and bogrimot, they also
had the opportunity to run their own programs and gain much needed experience for their upcoming chance to be madatzimot (junior
leaders) in January 2022. All of the leaders involved commented on the passion, skill, and commitment of the soon-to-be madrichim, a
great sign for the future of Netzer.
Netzer House
After years of speculation, we have finally seriously started the process of starting a Netzer House in Melbourne. We envisage it being
a communal and social place for all progressive youth, whether for Netzer events and programs, informal gatherings, or just to study
and hang out. As I write this we are in the process of inspecting several promising properties, and next year hope to launch the house!
We are particularly grateful for the support of the PJV and WZO with this amazing project. I thank Noa Abrahams, Isaac Wise, and Sefi
Shalam for all the work that they’ve done to make this happen.
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New Operational Guidelines
Heavily supported and spurred on by Susan Kadar, one of our Advisory Board members, Netzer has begun the process of reworking
our Operational Guidelines into a highly professional and comprehensive document. The first additions were recently voted in at our
AGM, and with more on the way, this change represents a positive trend in Netzer’s operations, paving the way for a bright future.
Shnat
Tzuf (Shnat 2021):
While the first half of their shnat was called off, it was vital to guarantee support to Kvutzah Tzuf regardless of the circumstances. Their
year 13 program began early February to ensure the Shnattim were engaging with Progressive Jewish education and leadership
training prior to their program. In mid August, we are proud to announce that 6 Shnattim left for Israel for the beginning of their
program. From Kibbutz Harduf and Lotan to the numerous stories of Jerusalem, Tzuf are engaging with a multitude of educational,
social and spiritual experiences that are unique to shnat.
Keren (Shnat 2022)
We are in the latest stages of planning what will hopefully be the first ‘normal’ shnat in a few years. We are incredibly lucky to have 15
keen Shnattim split across Melbourne, Perth and Canberra - our biggest cohort in at least eight years! An amazing program is in the
works for Keren and we are super excited to see them go and develop into fully realised bogrim for 2023. There will also be several
members of kvutzah Keren participating in the Year 13 Tzmicha program in order to prepare themselves for joining the madrichimot
body in 2022.
Chinuch Oktoberfest Zionism Seminar
In October 2021, Netzer Australia ran an educational seminar every Sunday discussing various avenues of Zionism and what it means
to be a Zionist in the present day. With expert educational perspectives from names such as Neil Lazarus and Gil Troy, and diverse
panels, Chinuch Oktoberfest was a huge success in creating a chamber of diversity, inclusivity and juxtaposition of opinions necessary
for the upskilling of the Federal Madrichimot body.
Shlichim / Youth Worker
We are more than pleased that Sefi Shalam, our Victoria Shaliach, has had his contract confirmed for another year, until March 2023.
Sefi has been an invaluable support to Netzer for his entire time here, and particularly this year. He is an expert in many areas, and his
unmatched dedication has helped this year run as smoothly as it did. We cannot express our gratitude sufficiently to the people in our
community who helped confirm his updated contract.
We were also extremely lucky to be able to extend Jordan Werner Hall’s contract throughout 2021. An ex-boger of Netzer, Jordan’s
experience and thorough understanding of Netzer has been very much appreciated by the Sydney branch. We extend our deepest
thanks to the Sydney communities for supporting his continued role.
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Progressive Judaism Victoria
Dr Philip Bliss OAM, President
This last year has been a most challenging and at times confronting twelve months on a number of fronts.
Covid restrictions here in Victoria gave us the opportunity to continue our weekly PJV Zoom events that
attracted at times numbers way beyond our expectations. Some of the events such as the conversation between Rabbi Danny Shiff in
Israel and an Orthodox rabbi here in Melbourne, Rabbi Ronnie Figdor, on the topic of Are we the Chosen? drew about 90 to the Zoom
event and many many hundreds to the recordings on Facebook and YouTube, other popular topics were canvassing the route to
Judaism from four very different converts and of course community views on climate change and politics in Israel.
PJV also ran a workshop for our affiliates on ensuring they were all up to date on working processes on Child Abuse which was run
expertly by Dr Katherine Levi and which really needs an annual update. We also ran an evening on applying for Australian Honours
that was suggested by the TBI honours committee and the slide presentation was revamped by our PJV VP Maureen Barten which we
hope will be of use to all the affiliates and encouraging a permanent honours committee such as they have at TBI.
PJV made several PR presentations for Jewish Care, who run an excellent young leaders’ course and allowed us the expose the
wonders of Progressive Judaism.
A brand-new program was also initiated by PJV in co-operation with the Council of Christians and Jews Victoria on fostering religious
and ethnic harmony through art. Again Maureen as the artist ran a workshop initially for the World Union for Progressive Judaism’s
Connections conference around April that was very successful and we did a re-run for the Parliament of World Religions where
delegates drew or painted their preferred religious symbol and discussed what their particular symbol meant to them. Over 80 people
registered but only 20 could attend for technical reasons but many countries were represented. A robust discussion followed. In a very
odd sort of way we went international before we went local but that is planned and was only curtailed by Covid restrictions. We do have
other religious artists very interested and now 'freedom calls' we will restart the program next year with local religious groups involved.
Our Netzer group led by Noa Abrahams has gone from strength to strength and incredible ingenuity through Covid to keep our youth
group thriving. Sefi Shalam our community shaliach has been wonderfully creative (he suggested and helped organise our Sunday
afternoon Zoom events). Both have been leading discussions on developing a Netzer House, something we have talked about for
decades. At present we are looking at various sites and hopefully we will have something up and running early in the New Year.As the
cost of the Shlichut program has increased hugely this year we are very grateful to Netzer Olami for helping to keep the cost for this
year as low as possible and to the WUPJ for agreeing to help financially for next year, after other groups failed to help!
We were delighted to accept our Goldfields group, Kehillat S’dot Zahav as full members, they have become a very active group under
their present president David Kram AM.
One of the sad and frustrating events over the last year has been the very unfortunate discussions with the leadership of TBI initially
involving TBI’s proposal to take over Bet Olam, the PJV owned, that is the PJV affiliates owned, funeral home. Unfortunately the
negotiations were not pleasant and since being dropped have left the working relationship between PJV and TBI at a low level. The
publicity within the Jewish News of the alleged plagiarism by the TBI senior rabbi have presented the Progressive Movement in
Victoria with probably its greatest challenge for many decades. It would be foolish not to recognise this and to be able to deal with the
fallout that is happening from this crisis.
As usual the PJV team has been outstanding and incredibly supportive. Kathy Kaplan OAM has been a tower of strength as honorary
secretary, Maureen Barten is incredibly creative and has helped enormously with publicity, Dr Jonathan Barnett as our new honorary
treasurer and general advisor is always on hand for advice and helped superbly by Alan Samuel OAM, who is a walking history
catalogue. Committee members Prof Geoff Sussman OAM, Cassie Barrett and Pam Spiegel have been a tower of strength and
wonderful to work with.
Hoping for better times.
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The King David School – Armadale, Victoria
Marc Light, Principal
The King David School is a Progressive Jewish school established on the principles of inclusion, egalitarianism and social justice. It is
committed to engendering within its students a love of learning, a deep and abiding sense of community, a strong and proud Australian
identity and a close and meaningful relationship with the Land and State of Israel.
Once again in 2021 our school’s operations were deeply impacted by the continuing Covid-19 pandemic. The year has seen us in and
out of remote learning and many experiences had to be postponed, cancelled or revised to an online alternative.
In spite of this, our school and our school community continued to flourish. Our teachers are now well versed in flexible delivery of
curricular content and the feedback from our families on our Distance Learning program has been excellent.
We have, unfortunately, like many schools in Australia, observed an increase in numbers of students who have suffered with
decreased emotional wellbeing as a result of the pandemic. We have responded by increasing our counselling services and offering
workshops for staff, parents and students targeted at coping with these increased challenges.
We also have been delivering fun activities and Jewish Life experiences as a way to break up the monotony of learning from home. A
highlight has been the weekly themed Tikky Tokky videos that Junior School families and staff have been encouraged to submit which
were then shared to the delight of our school community.
While we missed out on many things but we were able to conduct our Senior School House swimming and House Athletics, Purim and
Yom Haatzmaut and these were all great highlights. We were also fortunate to be able to put on a one-night only COVID safe
presentation of our Senior School Musical The Wizard of Oz.
Throughout 2021 our school community continued to unify. The KDSPA offered ample support to families who needed it and put on
community building events in online forums.
Members of School Council reached out to call every member of staff to thank them for their enormous resilience and leadership
throughout the challenges of 2020 and 2021.
Our admissions and community relations teams also pivoted to digital delivery, with virtual tours and digital events to further support
activities in recruitment and retention.
In many ways 2021 has tested The King David School community. However, once again, it has proven that through our unity, strong
values, wonderful relationships and unique community spirit we are up to the test!
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UPJ Awards
The 2021 award recipients will be announced at the UPJ AGM on 25 November.
Vatik Award: This award honours past presidents of congregations and affiliation organisations
who have continued to give outstanding service and make valuable contributions to their congregation and the wider
community for at least five years after the end of their term of office. We recognise these worthy individuals and their
continued commitment to the community and furthering the Progressive movement in our region.
Vatik Award recipients:
Merrilyn Ades, Edwin Argy, Ken Arkwright, Arthur Berman, Philip Bliss, Helen Bryant, Philip Coleman, Julie Contole,
Geoffrey Cowen, Phyllis Dorey, Alison Dwyer, Maree Findley, Joshua Goldman-Brown, Matthew Goode, Sam Granek,
Phillip David Green, Ruth Gross, Sharene Hambur, Ron Hoenig, Hans Jensen, Peter Kolliner, Michael Lawrence,
Kate Lesser, Tony Leverton, Joe Lewit, Larry Lockshin, Peter Marks, Stephanie Markson, Philip Mayers, Frank Moore,
Howard Nathan, Lynette Ninio, Eva Popper, David Robinson, Jerry Rosenberg, Brian Samuel,
John Schinasi, Sam Sharman, Jonathan Taft, Ted Waxman
Ner Tamid Award: Since the Biennial Conference of the Australia New Zealand Union for Progressive Judaism held in
Melbourne in 1990, we have honoured the “Unsung Heroes” – members of congregations and affiliation organisations who
perform exceptional service for our congregations and community, as well as the wider community.
Ner Tamid Award recipients:
Tony Abo, Fred Albert, Dr Libby Appelboom, Judith Arkwright, Stan Benjamin, Albert Bentata, Heinz Bohm,
Garry and Nola Braude, Eric Briskman, Nicole Brown, Margaret Capkin, Sally Castle, Zvi Civins, Judi Cohen, Marlis Cohen,
Arnold Cohn, Beatrice Coleman, Nathan Companez, Rachel Dennyss, Anthony and Diane Deutsch, Dr George Deutsch,
Suzie Eisfelder, David and Sue Esterman, Norma Survana Esther, Mick Fettmann, Judy Firestone, Jo Fletcher,
Ellen Frajman, Ted Friedlander, Bev Gelbart, Rachel Gillespie, Mark Ginsburg, Sydney Goldstein,
Leon and Sue Goldwater, Katherine Goode, Liz Goodman, Sandy Graetzer, Dorothy Graff, Sidney Grant, Brian Green,
Jennifer Green, Noel Hall, Janet Henrie, Rae Hesling, Fred Hirsch, Albert Isaacs, Elijah Jacob,
Lorraine Jacobs, Ailsa Jean, Naomi Johnson, Rebecca Kanthor, Barbara Karet, Devorah Komesaroff, Harvey Livschitz,
Alison Marcus, Charles Monat, Sue Morgan, Betty Mortimer, Myra Mortlock, Fred Mote, Joan Motta,
Judy Myers, Dorothy (Dot) Nathan, Rhonda Nirens, Alan Obrart, Teresa Petrzelka, Eva Phillips, Amelia Rauner,
Gena Reiss, Marsha Rosenberg, Peter Rosenfeld, Mavis Rudd, Mervyn Rudd, Ian Samuel, David Sharp, Chris Schiller,
Nat Sharpe, Fred Silberstein, Harry Smith, Dr Leon Sterling, Linda Stern, Joe Stupel, Geoff Sussman, Michael Taft,
Ruth Taft, |Joan Taylor, Dorothea Tropp-Boas, Reuben Urban, Tanya Warms, Betty Watkins, Betty Waxman, Jerome
Winston, Peter Woolf, Sandy Zaccar
President’s Award previous recipients: Judy Campbell, Sharon Davis, Phyllis, Dorey, Stephen Freeman,
Sharene Hambur, Penny Jakobovits, Peter Kohn, Michael Lawrence, Roger Mendelson, Joel Oseran, David Robinson,
Neil Samuel, Dr Rob Sward
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